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THE ISSUE

Coal 111, In the policy paper of the Office of Career Education (1974),

nine learner outcomes were eotabllahed--a tenth was added later. Ori-

ginally they were presented in this context:

For purposes of forming a broad basis for evaluating the effectiveness

of career education efforts ,a listing of developmental outcome

goals is essential. In this sense, career education seeks to produce

individuals who, when they leave schOol (at any age or at any level),

are: (1) c .2,111EsLtrAt_in_she .hasic academic skille required_for

adatabilit.jnott__.16
(=phasis added)

Other goals dealt with such outcomes as... good work habits... work

values... decision-making, job-hunting, and job-getting skills... occupa-

_tional and interpersonal skills.., self-understanding and understanding

of educational-vocational opportunities... success in placement in a paid

occupation, educations or vocation.., seeking to find meaning and meaning-

fulness through work in productive use of leIsure time... awareness of

means available for changing ca-eer options. 1 6

None of these outcomes are unimportant. In fact, for--understanding the

impact of career education (CE), all must be looked at concurrently. While

goal #1 was isolated for the purpose of this analysis, it ia essential

to view them in context -ith one another. They cannot easily be separated.

However, as the recent national survey on CE pointed out, among the learner

outcomes indicated, the one clearly perceived in the field as the most impor-

tant was the teaching of basic skills.27
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What others have said about CE evaluation. It is not that this analysis-------

needs a whole lot of additional justification. We have to look at learner

outcomes if we wish to assess the effectiVeness of CE; if we look at

learner outcomes, we have to look at basic academic skills. But, to be

sure, what others have thought about this issue is essential for under-

standing not only the impact but the nature of CE.

We begin, therefore, by citing a U.S. General Accounting Office report6

which recognized that "Before State and local educational agencies can

consider career education curriculums, they most know.., the expected

effect on students " Review by the GAO of some of the early projects

provided inconclusive results regarding impact. (These were the p_ects

funded under authority contained in the Vocational Education Amendments

of 1968, The Cooperative Research Act, and the Education Amendments of

1972.) GAO found that evaluations were hindered by the lack of adequate

measures and by difficulties with specific test instruments. However, it

concluded that some evaluations, "though subject to the limitations in the

art of measurement, have shown a favorable impact."

Another early report (1974 is relatively early in the life of CE), summed

up the evaluation problems:

As with any proposed educational program, the question 'does it make

any difference in student learning?' must be addressed. In the case

of career education this question has not been adequately addressed

to date. Part of the reason lies in the newness of career education

programs. Another reason is that many of the outcomes of career
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education are long range... and thus cannot yet be measured. A

third problem is that instruments of sufficient validity and relia-

bility do not exist in many of the areas which career education

addresses. Finally, evaluation is expensive and requires considerable

7

exper-j-e.

In the case of basic academic achievement, it is clear to see that some

of these poines apply. This type of evaluation is expensive, it does

require considerable expertise, and it does raise a validity question.

Further, the question of the relationship between the infusion of CE

into the curriculum and basic academic achievement is a legitimate

area of concern.

prl_n_y_posi_tion. Kenneth Hoyt, director of the Office of Career Educe-

tion, has considered this relationship in a number of articles and speeches.

has ressed the impor ance of Goal #1 for a number of reasons, including

these: employers vmplain that youthful job app1icants are often deficient

such skills; mozt persons will be forced to change occupati ns several

times during their adult lives and need basic skills as a prerequisite for

doing so; many pupils apparently are not sufficiently motivated to acquire

tht-7se essential skills.21

Although obviously many opportunities to learn and use basic academic

skills exist bet een elementary school and the time one applies for or

changes a job, Hoyt is correct in reminding us that the foundations are

set early in one's school life. He also identified two broatl appr aches

for,increasing achievement at the elementary school level: show pupils

7



how adults need and use such skills and increase the variety of means

and settings for use in helping pupils acquire these skills.21

Evaluation of academic achievement is of highest priority to Hoyt, as he has

stressed clearly and unequivocally:

Unless career education can demonstrate that when applIed, pupils

in elementary schools increase their levels of academic achieveMent

in the basic skills, it will have trouble justifying itself long

enough to be concerned about the remaining criteria.
21

And ag in:

...career education should not be afraid to Use traditional

evaluative cri a--including increases in pupil achievement, in

pupil attendance, and in school-holding power. Of these, demon-

strations of the ability of a career education approach to increase

pupil achievement in the basic academic skills, is, by far, _ie most

crucial. While preliminary evidence a ailable suggests that career

education can have such an effect, this evidence is, at present,

far too sparse and too susceptible to crIticIsm for us to claim that

career education, if properly applied, will produce such results.

With the current strong national push toward a 'back to basics'

emphasis, it seems to me especially crucial that comprehensive

career education efforts demonst_ate that, in fact, they can serve

as an effective vehicle for improving basic academic achievement.

I am not afraid to use this criterion providing a truly comprehensive

career education effort is being applied. I am very fearful of

using it with some of the efforts now being called 'career education'

that exist in many schools. 20
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In response to the argument that more rigorous standardsand not CE--is

the way to raise achievement, Hoyt.has c'tatedthat CE "would answer this

objection by pointing out that... advocates have claimed this is to be

one approach to increasing student achievement but never the only possible

approach."18

In a recent analysis, Hoyt has developed a number of concept_ further relating

to the question of whether or not CE is willing to be evaluatedin part

at least--on the basis of its demonstrated ability to improve academic

achievement. He has stated that "If that question is answered affirmatively,

then it is obvious that the primary implementation focus must be oriented

around the teaching/learning process with the substance of "careers" being

used as a vehicle for doing so."17 Hoyt then discussed four generic kinds

of changes:

...(a) a sense of purposefulness, (b) rewards for accomplishments,

(c) increasing variety, and (d) full utilization of all available

resources--are ones that have been shown to increase industrial pro-

ductivity. There is every reason to believe that they can also be

used to increase educational productivityi.e., academic achievement.

Unless we can demonstrate that a career education approach improves

academic achievement, career education will fail as a reform effort.

The eaching/learning process, not the substance of careers, is the

basic ingredient in improving academic achievement.

The basic issue's... is whether or not increases 1_ academic achieve-

ment represent a reasonable criterion for use in evaluating the

effects of career education. If it is, then cu iculum/instruction
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apecialsts become fully as important as career development

specialists in implementing career education. If it is not, then

career education is merely an extension of career development, not

an educational reform movement. As we move from conceptualization

to implementation, this issue must be faced and resolved.17

Elsewhere,Hoyt has suggested that each of the changes mentioned above

is designed to help improve academic achievement and that "none is, in any

way, counterproductive to attainment of any of the basic goals of American

education. u22

Lastly, on whether CE takes cime away fmm teaching the basic academic

skills, Hoyt has responded: "Career education, far from being opposed to

the 'back to basics' movement, can and is serving as an effective vehicle

for assuring that students acquire such skills. The changes in the

teaching/learning process advocated by career education are each designed

to increase acade-ic achievement, not to interfere with this goal."22

The evaluation mni-conferences. Between September 1975 and May 1976, 27

mini-conferences were conducted on nearly every conceivable phase of CE.

The two which dealt wjth evaluation offered a number of insights into the

issues of Goal #1. A detailed summary of these conferences has been

presented by Hoyt.19 Since many of the discussion points have great

relevance, they are reported below in some detail:

) Since CE assumes efforts which begin in the early elementary school

and continue -through the entire system, the attainment and measurement

1 0
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of long-run goals mu t necessarily be delayed for a number of years. This

accentuates the importance of both process and short-term product goals.

(2) There was diversity of opinion among conferees as to what would be

considered acceptable measures to determine the exten_ to which students

have acquired such skills.

(3) Many current attempts at evaluation have concentrated their primary

attention on "Step c"--assessing the benefits that result from application

of the treatment, while almost completely ignoring "a and i.e.,

specifying clearly the treat ent to be applied and verifying the extent

to which it has been.

(4) On evaluating implementation of a concep.. If CE continues to be

viewed as a concept which, when applies in action, can lead to both

educational reform and to a series of direct student benefits, we will

continue to be in a position where the total success of the effort can

be evaluated, but great difficulty will be encountered when either praise

or blame is to be assigned to a particular segment. Evaluation would be

much easier if CE were a program, but it is not.

(5) On evaluative criteria: Because CE seeks to be infused into all

programs rather than added on as a separate one, because it does not seek

new kinds of specialists at the building level, and because it does not

ask for large amounts of dollars, its long-run future may, operationally,

depend relatively more on personalized, informal criteria than the more

formal evaluation efforts based strictly on either process or product.
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(6) Additional points on Goal #1: (a) A clear majority, but not all,

of the conferees considered this to be a reasonable seal. In the view of

the Office of Career Education, this is the single most important goal for

CE, as a vehicle for educational reform. A proposal for educational reform

that ignores this cannot, in the Office of Career Education' opinion, be

justified.

(_) While most of the participants agreed on the appropriateness of this

learner outcome goal, they disagreed on the kind of measures appropriate

for use in measuring progress toward it. In the first of the mini-

conferences, consensus seemed to exist that norm-referenced tests are

what the general public wants and, thus, what should be used. A significant

minority, however, argued strongly for use of criterion-referenced

achievement teats. General agreement was present that norm-referenced

tests have serious limitations and probably will be replaced with other

approaches to measuring academic achievement, but most felt them to be

more appropriate than criterion-referenced tests at the present time.

(c) in the second mini-conference, discussion centered around the

potential which newer approaches to measuring functional literacy have

for assessing this learner outcome. A general consensus seemed to exist

that, while standardized norm-referenced tests may be suitable for use

in assessing this outcome for elementary school pupils, a measure of

functional teracy would be preferable at the junior and senior high

school levels.

1 2



(d) In the view of the Office of Career Education, the use of norm-refer need

itests are appropriate, at Cais time, for use at both the elementary and

secondary school levels in assessing this goal. In addition, at the secondary

school level, use of some kind of functional literacy measure should be

encouraged. U3e of such measures, as a replacemen-i for norm-referenced

ts at the secondary school level, will become possible only when academie

_teachers at that level accept such measures as valid indicators of what

they are teachtng. It appears that this will not happen in the immediate

-future.

The monograph concluded with reiteration of the idea that "Product evalua-

tion, based on a' clearly defined set of learner outcome goals, will be

ential in assessing the extent to which the career education effort is

providing direct benefits to dents."

he s have found. There have been other analyses of CE in relation

academic achievement. For example, as part of a study co_ issioned by

the National Advisory Council for Career Education, Rita Bryant reviewed

1(1 tudies including several indirectly related to the topic (i.e., those

with factors regarded as contributing to academic achiavement, such as self-

'esteem, self concepts, and motivation). Bryant's conclusion seemed to be

that:

Indications are that the evaluations of many 1975-76 programs may

contribute substantially to the kno ledge now available concerning
'

the interrelationship of career education and academic achievement.

Soft data have indicated that positive changes in the self concepts
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and work habits of some students have taken place. Follow-up

studies, indeed may net more hard data that career education can aid

=the development of students' acquisition of the fundamental skills--

reading, writing, and arithmetic.3

Thomas Enderlein as a 1975-76 Fellow in the Office of Career Education, also

reviewed a number of studies which dealt with several Aspects of CE. He

included a brief analysis of 13 stidies on academic achievement, many

of which were cited by Bryant. Enderlein's conclusion:

Perhaps the most encouraging findings were reported in those aspects

of the evaluations which focused upon basic academic skill develop-

ment. Where the career education concept is infused into existing

curricula, it appears that this infusion process positively relates

to academic growth.12

Robert Worthington, in another study commissioned for the National Advisory

Council for Career Education, reviewed 49 doctoral dissertations relating

to various aspects of CE. Of that number, he reported that none placed

emphasis on the specific learner outcome of basic academic achievement
37

---

There obviously have not been many studies relating CE to academic skills.

This was also a conclusion of the PeVelopment Associates in their evaluation

of vocational exemplary projects and guide for evaluating CE. Of 20 reports

arialyzed in 1975, only one addressed itself--in part--to academic competence.
13

Some of the initial articles in this area offered sketchy information which,

while supportive of CE, can not be classified as comprehensive research.

One item to which several writers refer is a study by Purcell. Hoyt

1 4



has rsported on i "...when the reading ability of 2nd graders from a

class emphasizing CE approaches was compared to that of 2nd graders not

involved in such an approach, the reading scores on the Cooperative

Primary Reading Test were significantly higher, in a statistical sense,

in the class using a CE approach...
21 The original source, a project news-

letter, contained the following note: "These are only preliminary findings,

but they seem to support the contention that CE treatment, or at least

the novelty of the treatment, is having some positive effect on studen

In Dade County, Florida, a 1974 letter from Super ntendent Whigham to

Dr. Hoyt provided data onxesuirs obtained from effOrts to use a CE approach

to teaching math. Comparing gain scores from data collected in 1973 and

1974, Whigham reported mean gains (grade equivalent) for 4th graders at

11.96, 5th g-aders at 11.52, and 6th graders at 11.30. Hoyt also noted

that conversations with school personnel made these gains seem even more

impressive when they related that among other inner-city elementary schools,

the average mean gain in math for the year was less than .50 (grade

equivalent).
21

More recently, four FY '75 projects of the Office of Career Education

touched upon the relationship between CE and academic achievement. Those

with "hard data" are included in this analysis, but two observations also

are report d for two other projects:

Evidence in relation to Goal #1 is found in a report submitted by

the Indiana State Department of Public ins:-uction (USOE Grant

No. G007502396). The document reports, among other activities, a

p ogram developed by the Lakeland School Corporation. The program
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was provided to approximately 40 eleventh graders who exhibited hard

core_reading problems. All of them had histories of repeated failu es

and the expected concurrent negative attitudes toward anything

'acade ' ' A teacher and an aide were able to achieve dramatic

reversals in attitudds and skill increases by using a variety of

careerrelated approaches, guest speakers and informational film-

strips. The results were so encouraging that the school board main-

tained the program as a continuing activity suppor

local funds. 14

ed entirely with

In Rockford, Illinois (USOE Grant No. G007502397) teacher interviews

were conducted with questions on listening, speaking, reading and

writing skills, and on arithmetic operations, problem solving and

m aaurements skills. The design included a control group of

teaChers not involved with CE and an,experimental group who infused

CR only in language arts and measurement in math. Almost all cases

teachers observed increases in communication skills occurred in

classrooms with high infusion. Teachers reported that integration

of CE concepts had a definite impact on achievement in communication

skills, especially writing. Marked improvements were noted in form,

content, organization, and clarity of writtn material and vocabulary.

The greatest improveMent was found in poor or remedial students.

Improvement also was noted in reading habits and interests, attributed

to new interesL sparked by career exploration. Little improvement

difference was found between experimental and control groups in math

skills, except in the area of measurement, which was the only math

skill in which CE activities were integrated.32

1 6
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what' othersr:have felt. The purpose of this analysis is obviously not to

dwell on what educators and laymen feel about CE. It is important to

note, however, fear on the part of some who claim that CE will adversely

affect the teaching--and learning--of basic academic skills. On the other

hand., there is an ample support for CE 'and what it can do for basic skills--

if Properly implemented.

The Council for Basic Education, while not having a formal position, has

commented with some frequency ever since "This new fori of enlightenment

was given a place on the list of education schools are expected to

provide." Although they have "never voiced unalte able opposition," they

condider themselves "doughty skeptics" and have been extremely candid in

expressing misgivings about the aims in CE. The Council believes "...that

it is appropriate for the schools to take some responsibili y for acquainting

students with the 'world of work.' How much is a question, however. Cer-

tainly not so much that it takes precedence over responsibility for basic

education. We suspect that sometimes, if not often, basic education is

the loser."
10

The Council of Chief State School 0_ficers' position lists the steps which

it believes should provide learners with opportunities to acquire among

other things, "the basic skills essential to all other learning." The

statement goes on to say that the CCSSO believes that CE will provide a

vehicle which can lead to the accomplishment of this purpose.
5

The N:-Jonal Education Association in its off cial 1976 resolution supported

29
CE but did not specifically address the issue of academic skills. The



Americau Federe ion of Teachers in its 1976 resolution stated that it

recognized "the potential misdirection of some well intentioned education

and work programs. u24 However, while neither AFT's resolution nor its

Task Force paer addressed the issue of academic skills, its Congressional

testimony raised the issue when discussing declining standardized achieve-

ment test scores:

While there is no evidence to ind_ e specifically or conclusively

that career education programs are even partly responsible for this,

itseemB more than simply coincidence that emphasis on-career educe-
1

tion as well as other non-traditional curricular areas is rising

while achievement test scores are falling.

Assuming that tests are measuring what -e want them to meaaure,

and assuming that English and math should and will continue to be

basic elements in any solid curricula think this committee may

want to address itself to the very real question of whether ca eet

education programs supplement or substitute for basic curriculum.23

Another labor union, the United Auto Workers, took a position which in

some respects paralleled the CCSSO in that it listed a number of major

educational problems, including the "failure of students to acquire and

possess vocational, technical and academic skil s," and then went on,to

state that "career education, properly implemented, addresses itself to

correction of these problems."36

Some researchers' notes on CE evaluat on and related c nee_ s.

(1) Gordon Cook -d other In any situation involving evaluation, there

1 8



-are usually at least two schools of thought. One focuses on precision and

proof--hard data--while the other concentrates on self-actualization and

the free play of natural forces.8

(2 ) Young and Schuh: GenerallY speaking, it is preferable to select the

design which permitsanswering each evaluation question with the greatest

possible confidence. Since the most confidence can be placed on answers

based on the research designs of controlled experiments, if it is necessary

to 'prove' something (e.g., that career education increases reading achieve-

ment scores), then true experiments (with control groups) are necessary.

Although there are several true' experimental designs which can be used,

a major problem in the design of education program evaluations occurs

when the requirements of these designa cannot be met. In a school

setting, the most troublesaMe requirement is to randomly assign students

to program activities ( eatments).-
38

McCaslin_andLave: On stándardized tests:

Advantages -

Data are quantifiable and can be
easily compared over time, for on-
going assessments; data can be related
to goals or objectives; gr9ups of
students may be compared.2°

(4) Lucaa: Let there be no doubt about

career education

Di_advantages -

Norms may not be appropriate
for a given population; tests
may be inappropriate for the
goals used; if too much reliance
on test, other data and values
may be overlooked; usually re-
flects only cognitive achievement.

it, evaluating the impact of

on student behavior is a difficult and expensive b... By

looking at the percentage of available instructional time spent on career-

related activities, one can better anticipate the magnitude of student

1 9



behavior changes. If only a small percentage of instructional time is

spent on careers, could one expect large changes i- student behavior?

Not likely, and in this case the failure to find significant changes in

student behavior would not indicate the ineffectiveness of a program's

components. It -ould only indicate a failure of 'he §AimELJLlimR

components. (Emphasis added) For a product evaluation to have meaning,one

must be sure that the program wad delivered as planned. Therefore, the

prerequisite for a valid product evaluation is a solid process evaluation

which quantifies program delivery.

To increase the probability of a positive product evaluation, one should

make sure that the program is delivered with adequate force to students

in the target population.

This recommendation presents a dilemma, because one of the best ways to

turn off a teacher is to impose on him/her a new concept (like career

education), new teaching methods, and requIr that he/she devote a

portion of their instructional time in these activities before the teacher

has been convinced of the value of the new program....by forcing teachers

into something they have not had time to study and accept or by not

maintaining tight administrative control over program delivery, positive

product evalu-tions are not likely.

The solution to this dilemma is to delay product evaluation of career

education programs until teachers and administrators have been convinced

of its value and are willIng, able, and do implement the experimental

-25program to Its fullest degree. This takes

2 0
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(5) Lucas, again: Another shortcoming (for program evaluation purposes

of many commercially available tests, and this is particularly true of

standardized achievement tests, is that they are norm-referenced tests.

According to Popham: 'There are, indeed, a number of situations in which

norm-referenced tests (particularly if their cultural bias problems are

cleaned up) can prove very serviceable. Evaluating the quality of an

educational program is not one of those instances....After several

revisions, in fact, a standardized achievement test looks and functions

very much like a standardized intelligence test. Such tests are relatively

insensitive to instruction.' Because of the relative iniensiiivity of these

tests, changes in student behavior resulting from a career education program

may not be discovered.
25

Notes on how this anal s 2I2sfeded.

On the Data Chart I used, for the most par- exact_language

of the researcher so that the reader would have the precIse _flavor

_f the report rather than a second-hand interpretation. My own

comments in that section have been kept to a minimum and are indi-

cated by the use of brackets.

(2) I have a tempted to write for the laymen ( .e., most of rather

than for practicing researchers. The Data Chart, however, includes

a column on statistical analysis and addresses indicating where the

report can be secured for those who wish to search further into the

raw data.

I have used the primary_resources in all cases. The original

reports were received from various resources. An ERIC search conducted
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by the N1E assisted in the identification of sources. No material

was incorpoiated second-hand into the Data Chart unless indicated.

(Unfortunately, obvious restraints prevented me from reviewing the

da a at the direct source--in the fieldwhich would have been highly

desirable. For more detailed reporting, future analysis should attempt

to study the data at the-site, pa ticularly data on CE treatment.

A case study approach which would look at basic academic achievement

in the context of all of the other learner outco es also is highly

recommended.)

(4) A total of 38 -tudies--from the early to -d-1970'sare irulluded in

this analysis.

The previous descriptive analyses of research in this area seemingly

gave equal weight to the scope of the studies and often failed to

provide -ufficient inform tion ( g., on the instruments used, size

of sample, treatment, interpretations, etc.). The format here,

hopefully, allows readers to see for themselves the dimensions

of each project and to draw their own conclusions.

(6) Much of the data in the reports dealt with many other learner outcomes.

However, for the purpose of this analysis, the focus was narrowed

(Nevertheless, for complete understanding of CE impact--and it is

sizeableit is essential to study the reports in their entirety.

Basic academic skills are just one of the learner outcomes and, as

indicated, must be viewed in context with all of the others.)

Research along these lines appears to be in its infancy. The situa-

tion in this at4a is fluid, i.e. , undoubtedly there are additional

(7)
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data available "out th -e." Probably many local studies exist

which report information on the basic skills. (We would, therefore,

be most grateful if you would send your reports to the Office of

Career Education--to the attention of the Deputy Director.)
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II. THE FI INGS

Five g eneral observations.

(1) With the acknowledged diversity of the concept, it was not surorisin:

to discover that there did not appear to be a common operational defini-

tion of the term, career.education.

(2) Many problems in CE evaluation have been identified. Those cited

above were zlearly evident to this observer: long-range objectives are

often difficult to measure, evaluation does require considerable expertsc

and experimental designs are often difficult to maintain in public school

settings.
,

U fortunately, detailed CE treatment wgis not always clearly stated;

as not always possible to ascertain the degree of "delivery of program

components."

(4) The acope of these studies varied greatly--frots_the assessment of

one teacher to the comprehensive reports of the R and D labs.

5) The quality of the reports also varied. By and large the studies

speak for themselves. Some say much; others say very little. A few

Studies were poorly designed; a few reports were poorly written.

§Nllect matter focus. The majority of the studies focused on mathe cs

(28 studies) and/or reading (23). However, data a- o was reported-on

language arts (14)--including spelling, vocabulary nglish," and oral
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and written communication, studies skills (4), social studies

and science (2). The subject matter focus of several studies were

uaspecified.

pro.j_ct loca_tions. The studies were conducted nationwide: in the

Northeastern States (17 studies), Southern States (8), mid-Western States

(9), and far-Wester States (4). However, some of the studies of the R and D

labs covered several sites, e.g., one of the studies of the Northwest

Regional Educational Laboratory had pilot sites in Oregon, Washington,

Montana, and Alaska and one of the studies of the Appalachia Educational

Laboratory had implementation sites in Georgia, Louisiana, Iowa, and New York.

Research designs. Procedures varied greatly. The use of pre-tests and

post7tests were indicated in the majority of the studies (25); the use

of control groups were indicated to the lesser degree (13). Three studies

specified utilization of a true experimental design (Cibboney, the RBS--

9/26/75, and Biester); three indicated a quasi-experimental design

(Olson Omvig '76, Kershner and Blair); three cited the specific research

design indicated by Campbell and Stanley (Olson, Bryant, Omvig '74). Other

studies indicated the following approaches: the use of comparison groups,

treated and untreated comparisons, comparisons of norm-reference test

data, the use of achievement tests over an extended period (as well as

shorter periods), the comparison of CE to pre-CE classes, and the comps

son of test scores from one year to the next.

Instruments. The most widely used standardized test was the Comprehensive

Test of Basic Skills (14 ). Other tests used to a lesser degree were the
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Metropolitan Achievement Test (4), The Stanford Achievement (4), the

Iowa Test of Basic Skills (3) and the Iowa Test of Educational Develop-

ment (3). In addition, a numbers of other tests were used (13) as well as

several criterion-referenced measures (4). One study did not specify

thejnstrument.

Size of sample. It would be meaningless to cite the average number of

students involved in these studies or to generalize here, except to say

that there was great variability. The range numbered:from as few as five

to as many of several hundred. The majority of the studies specified the

numbers'in the experimental and control groups, while others simply repor ed

the total amount of students involved in the program, or students tested,

or the number per group per grade. By and large, the figures appeared to

be significantly large.

Grade levels. In some cases the reports indicated that the range was

from grades 1 to 6, 2 to 6 9, 2 to 11, _ , in two cases, K to 12.

To give some idea of the scope, the following frequency distribution is

given--in which citations were made for each grade when a range was

indicated:

(level) (/7 of studies) (level) (# of studies

K 3 G7 10
Gi 6 G8 14
G2 9 G9 13
G3 14 G10 12
G4 13 Gll 16
G5 10 G12 11
G6 13 Adult 1

Statistical_analysis. A va iety of approaches were specified, .g.,

univariate and multivariate analyses of variance, analysis of covariance,
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t-test, F-ratios, signi icance levels (P ), regression analyses, standard

deviations, reliability coefficient, chi-square procedures, parametric

statistical techniques, and criterion-referenced Lest. However, since this

analysis is written for the layman rather than the practicing researchers,

we have made, with one exception no attempt to define the terms. Instead

we direct the reader to standard texts on evaluation and measurement (such

as the ones we utilized by Robert Ebel and Scarvia Anderson and others 2

which explain the statistical approaches identified). The one exception

is criterion-reference measurement, for whiCh Anderson and her colleagues

stated the following, by way of definition: .students scores ...are

interpreted in terms of rationally or empirically established standards

of attainment rather than in terms of the performance of some reference

group of people." As we noted, criterion-referenced measures were used

In four of the studies analyzed.

Delimitations of the tud±es. In a number of instances no delimitations

were cited.
15 Hovey r:,; of these identified, the following points were

noted with greatest frequency: problems relating to establishing controls

groups and experimental designs (15), problems relating to testing pro-

cedures (6), problems relating to procedures for implementing the CE

program, e.g., students did not receive a concentrated exposure (4).

In addition several studies (4) identified problems relating to the short

time period covered by the projec__ e.g., the time required for proper

implementation, the short intervention period, and the fact that basic

skills take years to develop and/or modify.
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Career education treatment. In spite of the importance of the CE t-ea_-

ment, some of the studies were not overly generous in sharing with the

reader the specific nature of the program. This was not true of all the

studies, but it occurred often enough to cause some frustration on the

part of this analyst. Nevertheless, here is what I found....

By and large, the CE treatments dew'rfl-.0,4 in the study reflected the

overall app oach which often is presented in the following sequence:

beginning in the elementary school and continuing through college edu-

cation... emphasizing the process of career developmentincluding career

awareness career _tu-j_.oration, career motivation, career decision maktag,

career preption, and career entry. All of these were reflected to some

degree in the studies analyzed.

Over half of the studies (21) indicated the development of specific

curriculum guides, units, learning modules or lesson plans. Although the

Lerminology differed, the overall process was evident. The teaching

strategies were often refered to as "the infusion process in which

curriculum units were integrated into career information. Other related

approaches included the usp of competency-based modules, data-centered

systems, and self-instructional packages.

Staff development, in-service programs, and workshops of various sorts

were specifically men ioned in a number of instances (18), as were the

use of community resources, field trips, or site visits (10), and "hands on"

experiences (8).

2 8
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The various studies of the Research and Development laboratories

and of Gibboney As --iates dealt with what is often referred to as

experience-based models. Those descriptions included such program elements

as: self-paced learning resources, direct participation in a vocational

environment, site activities integrated' with the rest of the curriculum,

the integration -f work and learning experiences in the community, direct

experiences in a variety of community settings, and comp ehensive,

individualized learning.

Lastly, a word on program length: while the majority of the studies

appeared to be for one academic year, the range was wide. Unfortunately,

-the data was sparse on this. Some of the reports were of projects which

covered two or three program years, while others were much shorter than

one year. Two illustrations: "The intervention period during which

student instruction was provided was limited to a maximum of 12 weeks,

and exposure to CE programs over a six=week period."

agilaTiltsjrom_-the studies: _.q.1241as_ and conclusions. The studies have

been categorized_into eight groups. From this section, we hope the readers

will begin to gain a "flavor f the studies.

pieeertetione. while the NIE search disclosed numerous CE dissertations

over the past few years, only two appeared to relate directly to the

issue at hand. The 1973 dissertation (Feit) found no stati-ticelly sig-

nificant differences between experimental and control groups in levels of

reading and math in the 4th abd 5th grade. In the interpretation, the

2 9
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researcher stressed the limitptions in the choice of measuring devices.

This dissertation itself was a rather limited field study which the author

noted lacked proper control of the experimental situation.

The 1975 diseerta ion (Bryant) was somewhat more elaborate, although it

was indiected that the length of the implemented program was only approximately

four months and that teachers in the experimental group had no knowledge

of CB prior to the initial orientation period. The researcher reported

statistically significant differences favoring the experimental group, with

most significant gains in the total test battery,vocabulary, language,

mechanics and expression. This lead the author to affirm that the integra-

tion of CE concepts can have positive effects on cognitive growth.

One teacher, one middle school and one h1gh school. Astudy of New

Educational Directions (Bagley) attempted to determine whether one teacher

effectiveness improved after adoption of a CE-oriented approach as

reflected in the academic growth of students over one year. The differences

between groups in math were judged to be of no significance. In reading

the greater achievement of the CE group was significant (.025), causing

the researcher to conclude that the results indicated the adoption of CE

activities appeared to affect students' growth in -:eading achievement du- ng

the year they spent with the teacher.

A study of a CE program in a middle school in Connect cut (Gagliardi)

included the use of city administi ed achievement testing. Simple com-

parisons were made which indicated that the CE group did better than the

non-CE group in terms of improvement of grade-level equivalence in re ding



(a .4 difference) and math (a .2 difference). A city government administra-

tor reflected that while the gains were modest, they were consistent and

supported other indicators _f success.

A study at the 'igh school level in Connecticut (Lapinsky) conducted with

slow learners and disadvantaged youth found that students showed an average

gain of 1.7 years (9th grade) and 1.3 years (10th grade). The 9th grade

gains ranged from 1.0 to 3.7 years and the 10th grade gains, from .0 to

2.8 years. The report concluded that the program facilitated, reasonably

well, better adjustment on the part of students to school and the improve-

ment of basic skills.

Local districts.. Six studies disclosed generally favorable results in

various ways.

While the Ceres Unified School District study (Green and Hildebrandt)

had some problems with contamination of the groups which had been planned

to be the control, the findings revealed that the experimental groups

significantly exceeded the control in 1st grade reading and 2nd and 4th

grade math and reading. This caused the researchers t_ conclude that there

was considerable evidence to substantiate that experimental students would

score significantly higher on standardized tests than would the control

studen__

Both the studies in Cheektowaga, New York, and Newark, Delaware, were

similar in that while comparative scores between groups were not sig-

nificant, achievement gains were made within the treatment groups. The
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New York State study (Conway) used criterion-referenced instruments written

to match objectives in CE packages. The study found that while extensive

treatment effects could not be demonstrated, both groups showed achievement

gain, almost without exception, be ween pre- and post-tests.

In the Newnrk, Delawar study (Wasdyke), the instrument also was a

criterion-reference tool, the CE Cognitive Questionnaire. The findings

stated that within the groups the difference was statistically significant

at the .01 level but that differences between groups was not significant.

The researcher concluded that if the strength and direction of the

correlation holds with the larger number of cases in the final evaluation

group, the relAtionship between mean posttest scores and exposure to

treatment will be significant.

In the Elkhart, Indiana, study (Morrison), which concentrated on the creation

of teacher awareness rather than on studeni change, growth gains in language

and reading skills were repo --d ranging from .6 to 3.3 years, ..ith the

average gain 1.5 years. The researcher, however, called attention

to the fact that the students did not receive a concentrated exposure

to CE during the year.
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An extensive study in Pittsburg, Kansas (Huffman) covered a period of

several years. The second year evaluation, which ended in April 1975,

presented a large amount of data. At the .3rd grade level, while comparisons

between groups revealed no atistical differences, post-test scores

showed a substantial gain for all tests of the experimental group. At

the 6th grade level, the same was true, i.e., no statistical differences

.between groups but data on six tests (reading, spelling, math computation,

problem solving, total math, science) appeared significant at the .001

level within the experimental group. The conclusion drawn was that the

CE program neither enhanced nor inhibited the traditional learning process

at these grades. Substantial growth was reported in all nine areas in

both grades. At the 9th grade level, a different instrument was used (the

ABLE test); the report stated that on this test the difference,between

pre- est and'pos -test distribution of scores was significant at the

.001 level of confidence.

The third year evaluation (ending in March 1976) in Pittsburg, Kansas, was

similar to the previous year in that at the 3rd grade level, no statistical

difference was evident between groups, but substantial gains were made over

pre-test scores in all nine test areas. At the 6th grade level, the same

was true between g- ups, but there was substantial growth in all 11

test areas. For the 8th graders, it was reported that the -career math
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program had a positive effect on the performance of students. No

further elaboration was made.) In correspondence from Huffman (12/30/76),

the conclusion presented was that "...we could not show significant

difference from the control group, but we did show continued growth in

achievement as should be expected, and also have included many activities

that promoted a a eness, exploration and preparation including decision-

making skills."

In Philadelphia, the Opportunities Industrization Centers of American, Inc.,

study (Gibboney Associates) generated a wealth of data. The descriptive

section of this report revealed a situation in which the interns,in

reading, gained five academic months in an average of eight program

months and, in math, four academic months in this period. In comparison,

the average scores of the control students did not change. The conclu-

sions from the report indicated that if the students can build on this

start and continue to develop their skills, their post-CIP (program)

chances will be fairly bright. A great deal of technical data was given

to support the conclusions.

County systems. Several county studies have been conducted over the

peat few years in this area. Probably the most widely cited one is the

Lincoln, County, West Virginia, study (Olson). Olson's major findings were

that the adjus_ted post-test means for the experimental group were 11%

higher than those of the control group on language achievement and 24.5%

higher on mathematics achievement. The researcher concluded that utilizing

experiential activity t- illustrate abstract symbols and concepts related

to CE goals is an effective method of increasing academic achievement.
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Stating this another way in an earlier report based on the same data, Olson

wrote that illustrating the value of academic skills in terms of their

relationship to the career would provide an effective vehicle

achieving both CE and academic subject goals.

The Calhoun County, Michigan, study (Simpson) utilized minimum performance

objectives developed by the Michigan State Education Department in

mathematics. The findings f _ the 3rd and 4th grades supported the

hypothesis that academic competence--measured by a math test--would

not be impeded as a result of treatment. In the 5th grade the report also

indicated that academic achievement would not be impeded as a result of

CE instruction since the experimental students perfor ad at least as well

in mathematics. The conclusions drawn were that the integrated approach

does not interfere with academic learning of students exposed to this

kind of treatment and that,in some instances, achievement may be enhanced

by this approach. Also, in some instances when academic skills are not

greatly enhanced (as in the 3rd and 4th grades),the approach does not

interfere with student learning...(therefe) not only can it provide

the essential basic skills at the same level as traditional teaching, it

delivers other information and knowledge that normally is not provided in

the latter approach.

The Henderson Cou_ty, Kentucky, study (Gibson) was mainly concerned with

average gains per year compared with national norms. The findings re-

vealed that in the three years of assessing data, the average score

remained somewhat below the national norm although in the third year there

was an appre iable gain. As in several other studies, the researcher



concluded that even though one could not say the program gave a tremendous

boost to the academic skills areas, there was no loss either. The report

also assumed that there were concomitant gains in motivation for some of

the students.

The Dade County, Florida, study (Department of Planning and Evaluation)

utilized State-wide assessment instruments. It was reported that the

acquisition of reading skills were somewhat higher for the CE group. The

results of 8th and 9th grade tests showed that achievement in basic

skills of math and reading were being clearly but not spectacularly

impacted by the CE program. In math, the junior high schools not only

surpassed average results in the county but were higher than State

averages; reading outcomes were higher than county but lower than State

averages. The conclusion stated that related achievement in the basic

skills will likely surpass State and national norms for many.schools.

The Prince Ceorge's County, Maryland, project is particularly interesting,

for we were able to secure two separate reports of the study. Since they

dealt with the same data but used different sources to disseminate the

findings -e have presented both reports (Crawford and Bowen/M.F. Smith).

While the descriptions varied in detail, both reports used the same

terminology to describe the findings that when individual classes were

combined across schools within grade levels to form experimental and

control groups, the experimental samples scored significantly higher in

reading and arithme ic with exceptions of 6th grade reading and senior

high language usage and social studies. Both reports used the same

terminology in concluding that the results seemed to confirm that students

3 6
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involved in CE are differeht than those not involved. However, both

reports stated that one should be cautious in attributing cause to any

one factor.

Since the Union County, North Carolina, study covered a period of two

years, two reports are cited. In the first year, the researchers

(Cox and Parramore) reported that 6th grade achievement among the treat-

ment students was greater than the control sample in reading (.05);

there was a difference but not a significant one in arithmetic achievement.

The 7th grade section of the report stated that mean grade equivalents

showed the inequality of groups with the control group achievement higher':

The evaluators stated that- in their belief, had pre-tests taken place,

there would have been a significant difference in beginning knowledge

of the groups-- ith the control higher. No fur her conclusio:'s were

presented. In the second year, the researchers (Clary, Cox, Parramore)

reported no significant gains by treatment students in reading; however

on math, most language subjects subteats, spelling, and the total-bat-

tery, students had significantly higher mean percentile scores on the post-test._

Regarding the control, the increases were not as sta-istically significant

as the results for the treatment students. Regarding comparison of

groups: the treatment students' gains were significant on two sub-tests

and the total battery: mechanics of language ( 01), total language (.05),

and total test battery (.05).

The Kentucky study in Region XII was reported on two occasions. (Omvig,

'74 and '76). In the 1974 report, Omvig found no significant compa isons

37
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between groups at the 4th grade level. For the 8th grade, he reported

Significant differences for the CE group in math computation (.001 level)

and that the group learned this skill at a relatively faster rate. For

the llth grade, Omvig reported the finding that the CE groups was slightly

lower on math applications and slightly higher on study skill graphics.

Because of the relatively short time period (one year) covered by the

study, Omvig did not anticipate many significant changes. In fact, he

pointed out that basic skills take years to develop and/or modify. He

concluded that,as had been expected, academic achievement levels did not

vary to any great extent between the groups.

The KentuCky study in Region XII reported additional data in 1976.

Omvig noted rbst the previous control group cicr, from 1974 were utilized

in the 1976 analysis. This time he for the 4th grade, that when

groups were compared, five signiat erences were identified. In

all cases the CE group had highc: ans And were especially significant

in vocabulary and aLz-th computation. He felt that perhaps of most sig-

nificance was the difference in the total score, a composite of eight

subtests. In the 8th grade, two significant ,-Ifrerences were found in

favor of the CE group--reading comprehension and dy skill/reference.

The CE group outscored the control on all subscor except spelling. In

the lith grade, he found no significant differencr,s between groups.

Omvig concluded that overall the CE students tended to deMonstrate

higher achievement scores and that they especially outperformed non-CE

students at the lower grade levels. - suggested that the lack of

differences at the high school level may have been attributed to the fact
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that the patteJ.n of achievement had been well established prior to these

years. He also noted that the program concentrated on the lower grades

and that it _as more difficult to integrate CE into the high school since

not all students follow the same curriculum. Therefore, the researcher

felt that the differences in achievement at the .lower grades may really

a reflecLion of the effect of different curriculum approaches.

The Jefferson County, Kentucky, study (Rapley) reported data as part of

the overall systemwide achievement testing program. The conclusion was

that although the number of students tested,was in some cases not very

large, the general trend was obvious: there were aizeable gains in most

grades, probably larger than would be expected in the short interval

between the testing. The report concluded with the following statementz

"We feel, therefore, that there is a strong probability that the CE

program (perhaps in combination with other instructional programs in these

schools) had an overall positive impact on both reading and mathematics

achievement."

The Cobb County, Georgia, study (Katz and Morgan) reported that the

objective of increasing academic achievement was partially attained.

However, this was based upon a simple comparison of mean composite

scores which were generally more favorable to the four project schools.

The researchers responsible for the evaluation component did not test for

significance.

State systems. Two States reported research on this issue: Minnesota and

Kansas. The Minneso a study (B.B. Smith), a "summative evaluation" of
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seven pro ects, utilized specially developed tests to assess CE impact

on cognitive achievemen . It was reported that the impact was minimal.

The major findings: differences in student achievement were detected

for experimental and control groups, but these differences were small and

not always in favor of the experimental groups. Students in the experi-

mental group, however, tended to have slightly higher -ean scores LI

grades 1-3 and 4-6. The data suggested a trend for the experimental

students, particularly on the 1-3 test; 67% of comparisons were in their

favor. Four explanations were given for the overall results: the

possibility that the tests did not adequately sample the content em-

phasized by teachers in the exemplary projects, ) teachers in the control

schools had perhaps been teaching CE concepts, inadequate amount

of instructional emphasis and time ( 1/2 hours per week), and (4) one

year of CE instruction ma- be insufficient.

The Yansas study (- -hultz) indicated that there was no significant difference

in math or English achievement in the project. However, the treatment

population did significantly better than the control in 7th grade social

science and in 7th and 8th grade science. The conclusions drawn: The

CE treatment certainly was not debilitating. The findings ere not too

surprising when one considers the less experimental nature of (academic)

disciplines vis-a-vis social science and science (which are more experimental

and hands-on type of instruetional)...these reasons account for the

dichotomy of scores insofar as levels of significance... W_ feel that in

a statistical, as well as an academic sense, CE has proven to be a success."

4 0
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The Partnera in Cereer Education study. The comprehensive research

conducted by Partners in Career Education in Texas (Elvis Arterbury,

Director) was a two-phased approach: Study 1/1 dealt with language arte

and aocial studies ; Study #2 with mathematics.

In Study 01, statistically significant results were found in subtests

dealing with reading-vocabulary, language-mechanics and expression, and

study skills-reference and also on total reading scores, total language

scores and on the total teat b-- ery. While the report noted that the

studies were not conducted according to rigorous research designed

criteria, the results reaffirmed the belief that CE can make a difference.

Student achievement was attributable to support provided and special

efforts of the teachers.

in Study #2, the,report specified that even though pre-test scores indicated

that the groups were not accurately matched, the pre- and post-test

mean score differences recorded.for the experimental group were higher

and a statistically significant difference existed in one subtest:

math ailplication (.01). The report concluded that the methodology for

,infusion.should help allay fears regarding implementation for the

students progressed in every academic area tested at a rate equal to or

greater than those not utilizing CE.

Four recent_ Office of Career Education_rp_jects--FY 75. Of the four projects

which included data from the Office of Career Education grants during the

period 7/1/75 to 6/30/76, one report (T.C.Smith, Jr.) clearly indicated

that a career orientation course--for bilingual adults in Texas--wss found

4 1
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to enhance reading comprehension significantly in about one-half of

the instructional time used for a significant increase via the regular

high school diploma or equivalency approach. The indication was that the

use of a Grid demonstration (telecomputer system) resulted in significantly

higher cognitive achievement than when instruction was presented without

access to the Grid. This led the researcher to conclude that integrating

occupationally relevant content and basic skills enhances and facilitate-

mastery of basic skills, at least for the adults who were involved in

the program.

The study from the Northwest Tri-County intermediate Unit in Pennsylvania

(4innis) reported only minimal differences between experimental and control

groups and concluded that given the limited amount of time during which

the students were exposed to the project, the benefits of CE could not

totally be assessed by the testing program. The study noted that all

groups made gains in achievement but that it was not possible to show

that through the use of career units greater gains were made by the

_xperimental group.

The data from Newa k New Jersey (Streit) indicated 5th grade students

showed significant improvement in both reading and math but that the

treatment appeared to have no overall significant impact on increasing

reading test scores throughout the grades and only varied impact by grade

levels in increasing -ath scores. (2nd, 4th, and 5th grade pupils who

were involved in CE achieved actual post-test scores which were higher than

the predicted post-test scores.)

119
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The fourth -tudy--in Richardson, Texas (Bro lee)--concluded that the

impact of the pro ect in terms of producing significant cognitive gains

among 3tudents was found to be negligible. However, the report pointed

out that the intervention period during which student inst-uCiion was

provided was limited to a maximum of 12 weeks.

Regional R and D laboratories. Four R and D laboratories over the past

few years have _conducted extensive research on various experience-based

(EBCE) progr--s.

The Far West Laboratory for Research and Development study (Christensen

and othe- ) looked at several skills areas. In written co_ :unication,

students,showed a very significant increase in their knowledge of the

mechanics, ability to communicate effectively, and maturity of written

thoughts. While they improved their writing skills, the report indicated

that there was nO reason to assume the FWS (program) is either more or

less effective than comparison schools in this regard. Similarly FWS

students improved their reading skills but not significantly more or less

than comparison s udents; the experience did not result in any disadvantage

rela ive to students in more conventional high schools. In terms of

quantitative skills, FWS student effects did not significantly differ

from those obtained by comparison students. Overall, the experimental

group had a greater average change in math, although the difference was

not Significant. In reading, the control group changed more than did the

experimental group. The researchers concluded that the learning of basic

skills did not suffer through the elimination of classroom instruction:

there was no significant difference in performance between the groups,

43
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despite the fact that the remedial por_ on of the basic skills program

was not fully in place until the spring of 1974. /Rote: data on basic

academic skills was not reported by the FWL for 1975:7

Research for Bet er Schools (RBS) in Philadelphia has conducted several

research studies in this area. The report of April, 1975 (Kershner and

Blair) indicated that only minimal support can be given to the hypothesis

that experimental students were superior to control students. The

experimental means were always higher than the control means but only in

the case of one subtest was the difference statistically significant

(arithmetic applications); the experimental group did not show any signi-

ficant gains over the control group in the other basic skills subtests.

The researchers concluded that the experimental students gained significan

in basicskills during the project; basic skill gains of experimental

students were higher but not significantly different.

Later that year, RBS published additional research in this area (RBS

report of 9/26/75). It was reported that both 1st and 2nd year experimental

students showed some significant growth over the year but not in all areas

tested; the analyses did not indicate significant superiority of the

experimental students in any test employed. Within group data, ho ever,

showed a significant growth on two or three subtests (arithmetic concepts

and applications). In terms of comparison -f groups, analyses of data

identified a significant grade difference in reading comprehension on

both the pre and posttest. Only one other statistically significant

finding was identified, i.e., a significant grade difference in pretest
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performance on the arithmetic concept pretest. The experimental groups

did not outperform their con rol counterparts.

A great deal of_data was generated in the RBS report on .cumulative effe- s,

1974-76 (Biester). The hi hlights are as follows: There was strong

support for the hypothesis that experimental students would acquire

increased mastery in basic academic skills. In te= z of comparison of

groups, the experimental group exhibited significantly higher growth rates

when compared with performance pro- cted from the control group on two

out of three subtests in arithmetic. There was no significant difference

between groups in raading, although the experimental group seemed to

close an initial gap in performance means. Thus, there was support that

the experimental students will acquire significantly greater mastery in

basic skills than control students in a-traditional program. The report

ended with thia note: "In conclusion, it has been demonstrated that

students benefit from both one or two years of par icipation in RBS

Career Education..."

The Appalachia Educational Laboratory study in 1974 (Hilderbrand,

Hollenberg, and Sanders) also generated a great deal of data. Using the

Educational Development Series (EDS) as the testing instrument, the report

indicated significant differences betwe n groups in reading (.05) and

math (.05); significant growth of all groups combined was found in

reading (.01) and English (.01). Analysis of the mean gain scores for each

of the six subtests by group indicated no overall group differences. However,

the report indicated diff rences between gi ups on English (.01) with
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mu (a control group) showing greatest gain. On the Iowa Test of

Educational Development (ITED): experimental students indicated significant

growth in reading comprehension, language a ts, math and science. The

11th grade EBOE students demonstrated greatest overall growth. The report

concluded that the EBCE program was judged very successful since it did

successfully serve as.an alternative educational program.

The Appalachia EducatiOnal Laboratory study in 1975 (Shively) also

was a comprehensive pro ect. In terms of comparisons on academic ach eve-

ment, the report stated that there was no significant differences in

achievement between the true experimental group and true control.

Several hypotheses were considered: (1) That El gfoup will acquire

increased mastery in basic academic skills; they-apparently did not.

(2) That El would do

but it appeared that

as well in basic academic skills as C ! they did,

there was little difference in the performance of

these groups on three subtests--reading comprehension, arithmetic

concepts, arithmetic application. (3) That Ki (Charleston HS) will acquire

increased mastery in basic academic skills; they showed no significant

gains as measured by the three subtests. The conclusion was the same as

the previous year's -eport.

he third report of the Appalachia Educational Laboratory (Shively

and Kessel), it was stated that the EBCE students showed no significant

gains or losses on the same three subtests but maintained their mastery

in basic academic skills. A great deal of data was generated across the

various sites. The conclusion was that although the results were not

4 6
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similar across all sites, the evidence does favor EBCE and,consequently,

implementation of EBCE as a viable alternative to the traditional secondary

programs has been demonstrated.

The Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory 1975 study (Owens, Haenn

and Fehrenbacher) disclosed that (CE)2 students made statistically

significant gains, especially in reading comprehension. They also made

marginally si nificant gains in arithmetic concepts and application, but

when,conditioned for reading comprehension, these gains disappeared.

also reported no significant differences in the adjusted mean posttest

scores. It found support for the hypothesis that (CE)2 students would not

gain less than comparable students. The conclusion was this: Results

tended to aupport the hypothesis that (CE)2 students would make gains

in baaic skills and that controls w-uld not gain more. It stated that this

an encouraging if not impressive result, especially consid_ ing the

fact that (CE)2 was not a concentrated basic skills program.

The Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory 1976 study (Owens and Haenn)

detailed these findings: For the (CE)2 students in the program for two

years, there was two years growth in reading comprehension during the

first year and an additional year of growth during the second year.

Marginal growth was detected on arithmetic subtests. For the first and

second year students: an average of one month's growth in reading compre-

hension per month of program and marginal growth oft arithmetic subte-

The findings for the Pilot sites: while student growth generally

positive, gains in reading comprehension were statistical, Asmificant for

4 7
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only one site. Educationally significant gains in reading comprehension

were evident for three or four pilot sites, on arithmetic concepts for

one site and arithmetic applications for two sites.

Not,1 These four programs have been supported by NIE grants.
Ronald Bucknam, senior associate of the NIE Education and Work

'Groutholds primary responsibility for overseeing their develop-
'ment and-evaluation. Utilizing data from the draft of an Education
Testing:Service final report (of January 197t), Bucknam has
sUmmarized in much detail the impact of EBCE-. (The final version of
the final ETS report is expected at the NIE in the late spring, 1977.)
Because ofthe importance of his summary article, selected portions are
reproduced below (The thesis is that EBCE is not designed to improve
academic achievement but to achieve an entire set of outcomes, especially
those designed to ease the education/work transition.)

There are three areas in which EBCE has sought to measure outcomes.
Each is equally important because without positive findings in
each... an innovative program cannot long exist....(The three
are: community aupport, academic quality, and programmatic
effects.)

...academic quality. That is, students in the experimental program
cannot be hurt academically, especially in terms of reading and
math achievement, by being involved in the programa. If thisacademic
consistency cannot be shown, them either (1) the programa will not
be utilized, irrespective of the quality in other areas, or (2)
they will only be used with student:El for whom academics are relattvely
unimportant. Both alternatives should be avoided since they
adversely limit the usefulness of the programs' educational value.

Academic achievement is important to include in a discussion of the
outcomes of EBCE because one might have cause to question whether
students who spend up to 80% of their time out of a school building
will not suffer academically.

All four programs measured all their experiental and control
students who started and finished using the CTBS at the beginning
and at the end of the 1974-75 school year. The_hypothesis_ was that

there would be no significant difference on three_subtests_of the CTOS.

The findings were as follows: Of the possible 12 comparisons, 10
were not significantly different and two were significantly different
in favor of the control groups.

The evidence shows that the hj.othesis that the students would not
be academicelly_hurt by being_in_the_.programl is substantially
upheld (Emphasis added). The two exceptions are neither in the
same subtest.nor the same lab program, as shown below:

4 8
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CTBS subte t Lab A Lab B Lab C Lab D

Reading Comp. NS -SIG NS NS
Arith. Concepts NS NS NS NS
Arith. App1ication NS NS NS -SIG

4 9
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III. THE CONCLUSIONS

Three general observations.

(1) It would not be accurate to say that all of the pro ects were full-

fledged experimental designs or that the evidence leaned overwhelmingly

toward the experimental groups. The researCiers themselves pointed out

a number of delimitations in their studies and the Data Charts disclose

that the experimental groups did not consistently outperform their

counterparts. Yet, the overall data is_reassuring. I.00king not _at

one isolated re.ort but viewin cture bne can observe

the situation as quite favorable. There are some_who have felt that

CE would hurt academic achievement. That is certainly not an inter-

e-ation this anal at would draw fro he data._ In my opinion, the

data should be enough to whet the appetite of CE supporters and itics

alike. It is sufficient, I believe, to enable even the latter to say,

"Yes, perhaps there is something to this approach to education.

(2) Of the 38 studies, the findings were generally supportive of CE

in certain, areas: 19 studies reported data which indicated that either

reading and/or mathematics was impacted at either an .05, .01, or .001

level of significance or, in the case of the R and D laboratories' studies,

which indicated that the treatment students maintained their growth in the

baiic academic skills areas. Sixteen studies were moderately supportive

in that they reported data which either indicated reading and/or math

grade equivalent score improvement, achievement gains for both ex-

perimental and control groups,or varied impact, i.e., CE neither
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enhanced nor inhibited growth in these areas. Three studies reported

data whichindicated either negligible or minimal impact. The overall

observation I would make is that academic achievement enerall -as

dither im.acted o itivel or when it -as not it d d not inter ere

with_that_val. In a word (two actually), I believe that the studies

can be interpreted with gparded otimism. CE surely has_nothing to be_

"ashamed o " when it comes to basic academic achievement.

3) In some ways it is difficult to summarize or be "analytical" with

the data since they are so comprehensive and since the studies varied

so greatly. That is why this analysis is basically presented in

descriptive terms. Nevertheless, I believe the general directions_are

positive_and the overall tendencies are_olear...to this analyst, at least.

However, as I indicated earlier, each reader is free to draw his or her

o-- conclusions. Those presented are mine.

On the chart which follows, I have attempted to summarize the studies

on the basis of these general tendencies, as I observed them. Originally

it wa_ my intention to submit the data to a panel of judges to try to

determine how they would categorize the studies. Unfortunately, the

pressures of publication time intervened and this was not done. It

occurred to me, however, that each reader would be free to do this ---

and so our "panel" has become much larger.

This is how I see "the complete picture":

5 1
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A_es 4tch were enerall- -su'ortive in certain areas.....

Olson (.01 in-MS;erG' .01 in language --- grades 1-6)

Crawford and Bowen (.001 in reading & math in 7th & 9th grades) (Note:
F. Smith (.01 in reading and arithemtic) discrepanc-)

Green and Hilckbrandt (.01 in reading in 2nd grade, .05 in math)

Bryant (.001 :a :al battery, .01 in reading, .001 in vocabulary,
.001 ngul,.3e, .001 in mechanics, .001 in expression---
in 5th ade)

Partners in ICE ',.01 in reading, .001 in language, .001 in expression;
,01 in math application-in 5th grade)

Omvig 74 math .zomputation in 8th grade)

Omvig '76 (.CT vocabulary and math computation in 4 h grade;
.01 ix aRng comprehension in 8th grade_

-Cox and Parramore in reading in 6th grade)

Clary, Cox and Parramore (.01 in mechanics of language, .05 in language
total, .05 in total test battery-in 3rd grade)

Gibboney Associates reading: .001pretest covariate; math .01pretest
coVariate)

Studies of the R & D laborato-ies:

AEL: Hilderbrand, Hollenberg, Sanders (.05 on EDS test; .01 reading,
.01 English)

Shively ( E group did as well as C group in basic academic skills)
Shively & Kassel (EBCE students maintained mastery in basic academic

skills)

NWL: Owens, Haenn, Fehrenbacher (statistically significant gains, esp.
in reading comprehension)

Owens and Haenn (significant gains in reading comprehension in 3
of 4 sites)

RBS: Kershner and Blair (E student gained in basic skills during project)
Mr- 9/26/75 (significant grade difference in reading comprehension)
Biester (cumulative effects support that E students will acquire

greater mastery)
FWL: Christensen et al (experience did not result in any disadvantage)

5 2
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Studies which were moderately supportive

Gibson (no tremendous boost ... but no 1os either)

Minni (all groups made gains ... but not possible to show effect
of treatment)

Rapley (sizeable gains in most grades ... grade equivalent score

Morrison (growth gains ... grade equivalent scores)

Lapinski (gains grade equivalent score_

'Wasdyke (statistically significant gains Within group)

Bagley (.025 in reading, but not in math)

Streit varied impact in math, but not in reading)

T. C. Smith (adults enhanced reading comprehension in 1 2

Gagliardi (gains grade equivalent scores)

Katz and Morgan (overall means were equal or higher)

Huffman (substantial growth in all areas ... program neither enhanced
nor inhibited traditional learning process

Schultz (treatment certainly was not debilitating)

Simpson (approach does not interfere with learning)

Dade County (reading skills somewhat higher; math and reading - clearly
but not spectacularly impacted)

Conway (both groups showed achievement gains)

_Studies whi h were unsupporPINg

Felt (non-signifiance)

Brownlee (impact negligible)

B. B. Smith (impact minimal)
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Grade level observations.

Few generalizations'can be dawn, I believe,from the data with regard to

the question of grade level significance. It is interesting to note,

however, that in two out of the three studies which were categorized as

unsupportive, the data was collected and iAterp eted in broad terms, i.e,

in situatIons varying from Kr12 and 1-9. The overall picture looked like

this:

Grade level which significant ...moderately ...unsupportive
data was found in generally supportive studies studies
supportive studies

Olson - 1-6

Crawford ... - 7 and

B. B. Smith - varied 1-9

Gibson - 6 and 8 Feit - 4 and 5

gh schools, Katz - 3, 4, 6
mainly 10-12

Minnis - K, 2, 4, 9, 10 Brownlee - varied KAI

Gibson - 6 and 8 Feit - 4 and 5

B. B. Smith - varied 1-9

R and D lab - high schools, Katz - 3, 4, 6
mainly 10-12

Huffman - 3, 6, 8, 9

Schultz - 7 and 8

Simpson - 3, 4, 5

Dade City - 8 and 9

Conway - varied 1-12

Minnis - K, 2, 4, 9, 10 Brownlee - varied KAI

Huffman - 3, 6, 8, 9

Schultz - 7 and 8

Simpson - 3, 4, 5

Dade City - 8 and 9

Conway - varied 1-12



Similarly, few generalizations can be drawn with regard to the question

f subject matter focus other than to say that in the generally supportive

studies (excluding the R and D lab studies), a few more citations of

positive results were itemized for reading (7) than for math (5) or

total language (5), although additional findings were positive in such

language aspects as mechanics and expression. In the R and D Studies,

both reading and math components were favorably reported, particularly

reading.

data collection observations.

Here, too,while it is difficult to generalize, some observations can be

made. On this point, unfortunately, a number of the reports had limited

information so that the length of the period only could be infered. Most

appeared t- bi for one academic year. Of the three unsupportive studies,

Feit apparently researched students who had been in the CE program for

3 years but the actual testing period was not indicated; Brownlee's

instruction was limited to a 12 week period; and B. B. Smith indicated

that a one year period - 1 1/2 hours per week -- might have been insufficient.

With a few exceptions, most of the studies in the moderately successful

category appeared to collect data over one academic year. Gibson, however,

reported scores over a 3 year period; Minnis cited the limited amount of

time during which students were exposed to the p_oject; Wasdyke indicated

exposure to the curriculum unit over a 6 week period; the Katz and Morgan

results were based =tests taken at the end of the 2nd year of the project;



Huffman reported data at the end of 2nd and 3rd year evaluations.

In the studies which are categorized in the generally successful group,

the variation is similar. Olson described a 3 year CE program, but it

was not clear if the test resulrswere for this entire time since an

earlier Olson report (1972) cited some of the same data as the 1974

study. some of these studies compared scores from one year to another

(Green and Hildebrandt). The Partners in CE study indicated 17 weeks

of student instruction in the language arts phase. Omvig's two studies

cited data collected over one academic yea; as did the two from Union

Country, North Carolina (Cox and Parramore Clary and others). Gibboney

Associates report on the long-range program of the Opportunities

Industrialization Center but indicated that the average ti-e between

pre testing and post testing was 8 months. Most of the studies of the R and

D laboratories were for one academic year, but one RBS study (Biester)

reported cumulative program effects.

CE treatment observations.

As with the length of the data colle tion period, it is difficult to

generalize since, as stated before, it was not always possible to as-

certain--from the printed reports--the degree of the "deliveryi_f

program components". (One researcher, F. Smith, spoke of this as

"the nebulous variable"-and it was.) I wish it were possible to illustrate

clearly and simply the direct relationship between the scope and intensity

of the CE treatment and the results. But, because of the nature of the

reports, a one-to-one relationship can not be easily drawn. However,
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some general observations again can be made.

In the reportsof the three studies which were categor zed as unsupportive,

little CE data was given. Feit implied that a week of inserviee training

preceeded monthly afterschool planning and implementation of CE units;

Brownlee described "2 data centered system " (sequencing and needs assessment

B. B. Smith implied that activities included inservice training, the use of

different curriculum or nstructjon materials, and guidance services.

On the other hand, the report of the studies which were categorized as

generally supportive appeared to have rather detailed Activities delineated.

For example: Olson listed a number of teaching strategies; Crawford and

Brown/M. F. SmIth--workshops and classroom guidance; Green and Hildebrandt--

the use of CE units and course materials; Bryant --teacher developed CE

curriculum guides; Partners in CE--numerous staff development activities;

Omvig--a 3 year developmental program; Cox and Parramore, Clary and others--

inservice workshops, career centers, and numerous program activities;

Gibboney Associates--a well-developed Urban CE Center with various programs;

and the R and D labs--a comprehensive program of "experience4oased" CE.

While it cannot be stated unequivocally that the more intensive CE

treatments lead to the more positive results, it can be observed that

when the results were, indeed, "generally supportive", a fairly intensive

CE program appeared to be in place.

-a- are the effec

What are the "expected effects" on studen_s in CE programs? is CE becoming
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a "substitute" for basic curriculum Does it interfere with the goal

of academic achievement? As the CE concept is being discussed more

frequently, these are some of the questions people are beginning to

ask. Perhaps this analysis will help begin to answer these questions.

True, the total number of studies was not large and some of them left

something to be desired. On the other hand, these 38 studies represented

just about all the existing research on this very specific issue. At

this point in time, they are just about all we have to go by. There-

fore, _his point in ti-e' one can note that, with few exceptions,

there were few adversg effects, . CEdoes_gotappear to_ring_the.deatb

kags]te_rof the basic academic ekills,_

I reemphasize this point by having some of the researchers speak,

briefly, for themselves:

Gibson: .there was no loss either'
Minnis: " .all groups made gains in achievement"
Kepley: "...sizeable gains in most grades"
Morrison: "...growth gains..."
Lapinski: "a check of 5 students... maintained and improved their

grade level scores"
Wasdyke: "analysis of difference within groups... significant"
Bagley: "...appears to have affected students' growth in reading

achievement during the year"
T. C. Smith: "...enhances and facilitates mastery of basic skills"
Streit :"...significant improvement in reading and math (G5)"
Gagliardi: ("...modest but steady gains..." ) noted in a letter

from a city administrator)
Katz and Morgan: "...overall means for pro e schools were equal

or higher"
Huffman: "...continued growth in achievement,as should be expected"

and "neither enhanced nor inhibited the traditional
learning process"

Schultz: "The CE treatment certainly was not debilitating"
Simpson: "...approach does not interfere with academic learning...

In some instances achievement may be enhanced..."
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Dade County: "...clearly but not spectacularly impacted by
CE program"

Conway: "both groups showed achievement gain...
Olson: "...an effective method of increasing academic achievement'
Green and Hildebrandt: "...considerable evidence to substantiate...

experimental students would score significantly
higher..."

Bryant: ". .poeitive effect upon cognitive growth."
Partners in --_ CE: "Result reaffirm,belief that CE can make a difference.

Student achievement attributable to support provided
and special effort of teachers."

Omvig (°76): "It appeared that CE students outper o non-CE students
at lower (grade) levels."

As far as the R and D laboratory studies are concerned, the conclusions,

while stated differently, were basically the same: the experience did

not result in any disadvantage, in fact, in many cases the experimental

students did as well or better than the controls in basic academic skills.

Christensen and his colleagues summed it up in their conclusion: "The

learning of basic skills did not suffer....The primary emphasis of the

program Is on skills acquisition through field experiences."

Some additional "'data' and copcluding_Ihoughta

in reviewing the 38reports, as well as a similar number of background items,

I came across several other pieces of "data" which should be shared:

(1) The national survey on CE conducted for the academic year 1974-7527

documented this data:

Approximately 20% of the nation's teachers have been
involved in career education activities. Of fifteen
student career education activities assessed, although
half of the nation's students were in school districts
in which at least one was implemented broadly,.only, a
fifth were in.districts that had implemented over half
the activities broadly and L*u_e.n-districtson13%
where all had been implemented broadly. (Emphasis added)
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I could not help but wonder, as I conducted this analysis, whether the

programs, I wap reading about were in districts where CE was conceived as

being "implemented broadly." I would presume that extensIve research

probably has not yet been conducted in most places where comprehensive

CE implementation Is evident.

(2) In handwritten noes (d ted 7/29/75) which I came across, Lois-ellin

Datta of dr.. NIE Education and Work Group presented several interesting

insights:

The 4, 5, 6th grade reading slump and lOth grade
dropout are pretty well known problems. Including
data on academic achievement due to increased
motivation may be a very sensitive measure for
grades 4-6, insensitive for 1-3, and inappropriate
for 7-12; dropout reduction may be sensitive for
lOth grade but not 1-9.

I believe that future research in this area should be conducted on the ba:

of this, and similiar, assumptions.

In addition, some guidelines for research were presented:

Develop a conceptual framework for CE evaluation by
cluster, emphasizing short_v._long term goals and direct
v1 indirect outcomes so evaluations can be presented in
context.

Double check objectives and evidence of meeting them for
each project....we should know why some objectives are
harder to reach than others.

These two recommendations speak for themselves.

(3) One of the reports (Omvig '76) included a section addressed to teachers.

He asked them several questions including this one:
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"What was the most rewarding experience you encountered in

working with your students and CE?"

Seven responses were given, in this order: student enthusiasm, enjoyment,

and interest; class activities; increased academic performance and relevance;

increased career awareness and performance; completed student projects;

progress of slow learners and underprivileged students; and community

cooperation.

Part of his discussion, because of its relevancy, is cited in fulll

The teachers felt that Career Education established a
relevance to the classroom that had been lost, and that
because the students can see how academic subjects will
be utilized later in life they demonstrated a greater
eagerness and an increased inquiry into the world of
academia. Teacher after teacher referred to 'the increased
interest and attendance', to the fact that the students were
now 'given reasons for going to school and for setting goals'.
Their concern for .school seemed to have resulted oftentimes
in an improved performance level by the students'. One teacher
said her most rewarding experience resulted from the students'
'improvement in grades and their changed attitude toward work',
and another teacher saw this year as being 'the most rewarding
in all her years of teaching'. she said, 'the children were
happy, absentees were at an all time low, and achievement at
the end of the year was higher than all my teaching years'.
This improvement in the students' academic performance did
not, however, stunt or preclude their growth and development
in the areas of self-confidence and self-concept, that are
intrinsic to the career awareness that should result from
a Career Education program.

These classroom teachers--and other like them--are truly at the heart of

the CE process. Their judgments should be earnestly regarded.
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Note: The studies are arranged in the order
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SUBJECT AREA

Language and

mathematics

LOCATION

West Virginia

RESEARCN DESION

Quasi-experimental design 10

(Pretest-Posttest Nonequi-

valent Control Group Design)

described by Campbell and

Stanley,

CRAVE LEVEL

1-6

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Analysis of covariance

(Multiple Regression

Analysis)

DELIMITATIONS

INSTRUMENTS

California Language Achieve-

ment Tests; California

Mathematics Achievement Tests,

_

CE TREATMENT

SIZE OF SARTLE

214 g experimented

205 . control

419 = total

TYPE OF STUDY

Groups did not have pre-

experimental sampling equi-

valence. Subjects not assigned

to treatment groups randomly

from a common population.

Experimental students randomly

selected from intact class of

students involved in Awareness

Program; control students

selected from remaining students

who had not participated,

Emphasis on career aware-

ness; staff development

activities for 29 teachers;

teaching strategies then in-

cluded field trips, resource

role models, manipulative

activities, simulation, multi-

media activities in resource

units. Students provided with

planned CE experiences for

2 semesters (overall CE

program was 3 years)

Funded under Part D,

Vocational Education

Amendments of 1968,

67

lA



mows CONCLUSIONS RESEARCHER

kll F 'ratios significant at .01 level. The analysis of data on the

teat instruments yield F ratios of 7.32 (language teat)

14.30:(math test). The adjusted posttest mem for experimental

group41Z higher than adjusted poattest means for control group

onlangWege achievement. Data on mathematics achievement indicate

the difference between the experimental and control groups was

significant at .01 level, The adjusted posttest means for experi-

lentil group were 24,51 higher than adjusted posttest means for con-,

trol SW on math achievement.

Report of the data as stated'in the 1972 report): Students who

, Aiere provided with planned CE experiences for two semesters were

significantly different on language and math achievement from those

who were not exposed...

Study provides evidence to support

hypothesis: Utilizing experiential

activity to illustrate abstract symbols

and concepts related to CE goals (life

goals & academic subject goals) is an

effective method of increasing academic

achievement. In-service education

which focuses on both process (human

relations) and task (planning, develop-

ment, IMPlelentation) components is

effective in delivering CE activities

to elementary 6 secondary students.

Conclusion (as stated in the 1972

report): Illustrating the value

of academic skills in terms of their

relationship to the career world pro-

vides an effective vehicle for

achieving CE goals and academic subject

goals.

LeVene A. Olson

STUDY

A Study of Elementary_and

Seconder Career Education in

Lincoln County. Department of

Occupational and Adult Education

College Of Education, Marshall

University, Huntington, West Vir=

ginia 25701. January, 1974.

(Reported earlier in "An Evalo&

tion of Elementary CE Based on

Language Achievement, Mathew

tics Achievement and Occupation=

al Awareness in Lincoln County,

West Virginia." Marshall

University. Dec, 31; 1972)

6 9



SU1JECT ARIA

Reading and mathematics

LOCATION RE$EARCFI DESIGN INSTRUANTS SIZE OP SAME

Prince George's CountY1

Maryland

GRAZ LEM

Selected classes of grades:

1, 3, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12

70

Data collected on posttest-

only basis (last month of

73-74 school year),

STATISTIGA1 ANALYSIS

One-way analysis of I

variance and 2 sempla

t-tests

Iowa Tests of Wic Skills

and Iowa Tests of Educa-

tional Development

not cited

DELIMITATIONS a TRECENT TYPE OF STOY

The data when the evaluation

was begun and circumstances

precluded pretesting...A

posttest only deeign is used

with no reel assurance that

the experimencaland control

groups were essentially

equivalent on kgy variables

before the treatment was

applied. While some compari-

son data is presented, it is

insufficient, Differences

found on the posttest cannot,

therefore, be truly tied to

the effects of Cg.

a voluntary partici-

patory experimental program,

which attempts to integrate

career knowledge, Job atti-

tudes, community (business,

labor, industrial) parent

volunteers visitation pro-

gram, etc:, into the

curricula, Also: work-

shops, classroom guidance

and limited financial assis

tance. ..the method of

implementation of the

specific program in each

participating school was

determined by the staff,

Described as an interim

progress evaloation--

county level.

2A



FINDINGS CONCLUSIONS ESEARCHER

When individual classes were combined across schools within

grade levels to form experimental and control groups, the

experimental a ies scored significantly higher (pal) In

reading and arlchmetic with exceptions of 6th grade reading

and the senior high language usage and social studies:

72

,,.on every question posed...one or

more of the combined total experi-

mental groups scored better than

their controls. No differences in

these groups were found to favor the

controls. These results would seem to;,

confirm th$t students involved in

:career education are different then

these not involved, However, one

should be cautious in attributing

cause to any one factor. The method

of sample selection, the lack of cofN

trol of the experimental variable--

career edueation--ar experimental

schools, the lack of pretest dataE.,are

some of the reasons for this caution!

N, Edwin Crawford, Direetor

and

Lee Bowen, Project Coordinator

/Note: See also M.P. Smith/

STUDY

Does Career Education Work?
. 7

A Case Study in Prince

kqrSe.s_ColgYOOry.land.

Upper Marlboro, Maryland 2070.

April, 1975:

2B



LOCATION

Reading and mathematics Prince Ceorge's County,

Maryland

RESEARCE DESIGN SIZE OF sktpLE

Test scores results

earlier in year were

Compared to scores on

tests given later. Al-

though the initial scores

were used in this study,

the tests were not given

for that specific purpose,

Metropolitan Readiness

Test, Iowa Tests of

Basic Skills, Iowa Tests

of Educational Develop-

ment (used in Ilth and

12th gtades)

Grade Exp. Control

3 reading 58 59

arith, 58 56

6 reading 111 95
aritlh 106 92

7 reading 64 56
arith,

65 57

9 reading 238
181

arab. 238 177

11,1ang.

12 usage 117 95

noc,

studies 102 128

GRADE LEVEL STATISTICAL ANALYSIS DELIMITATIONS CE TREATMENT

11 3, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12 Analysis of variance for

one-way design computer

programs; also a-sample

test on the 3rd & 6th

grade semantic differentials.

No one school had all

of the CE components in

action; no two schools

had identical programs.

(See also ConcluaionS)

Treatments varied, Each

school had its OW4 'brand'

ef CE, including these:

- a career resource room

and teacher

- 10-day workshop, business-

industrial visitation for

teachers

a career development

specialist (in I school)

TYPE OF STUDY

Described is an

interim evaluation

reportcounty Wel:

2C
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FINDINGS
CONCLUSIONS

When individual classes were combined to form total experimental and

control groups, the experimental sIN,le scored highest with the

exception of 6th grade arithmetic and senior high language usage and

social studies:

Grade Reading. Arith.

lAnL112. s.s.

3 E.007 LOU
6 N.S. E.025

7 E.001 LODI

9 E.001 E.001

11-12

(E favors experimental group)

N.S. N.S.

Results seem to confirm that stUdents

involved in CE are different than those

not involved, However, one should be

cautious in attributing cm.: to any one

factor. The method of sample selection,

the lack of control of the nebulous

variable (CE) at experimental schools,

the :lack of pretest data, and the use

of previously untried instruments are

some of the reasons,..

RESEARCHER

H. F. Smith, Consultant

Mote! See also

Crawford and Bowen' ,

STIMY

Interim Study of the Effects

of Career Ee.,!eatiOn in,the

Prince Ceorge's County l'ublic

School System. Prince

George's County, Maryland 20770.

Report prepared by M,F, Smith,

GaioesVille, Florida, Octo-

ber, 1974,

20



Reading end math

CRATE LEX

mainly 1, 2, and 4;

also, 8, 9, 10

78

LOCATION

Ceres, California

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Chi Square for 1st and,

2nd grade,

RISFARCH DESIGN

Pre and postteat.for

groups when comparing 1973-74

scores to 1974=75,

DELIMITATIONS

The pervasive character of

the reading and math improve-

tent programs resulted in

broad contamination of groups

which had been planned to be

control groups. Therefore, at

some grade levels, control

groups essentially disappeared,

Cooperative Primary

Test (1-3), Comprehensive

Tests of Basic Skills

(4-6)

CE TRIM

Inservice programs to

facilitate the writing and

implementation of objectives:

including coreer awareness,

planning and orientation,

Use of CE units and nurse

materials. Infusion of

material into reading and

math instruction,

SUR OF SAME

Breakdowns
were not cited for

experimental and control

groum Only these figures

were given:

Grades LIU!cl Number

1 reading 305

1 math 307

2 reading 264

2 math 262

4 reading 150

4 math 151

4 lang 150

TY11 OF STUDY

Evaluation component

examplary project in

vocational education,

Part D of P.L, 93-576,
,

3A
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FINDINGS CONCLUSIONS RISEARCHER

Experimental groups significantly exceede4 the control in ist grade

reading, 2nd i 4th grade math and reading:

Grade Chi Square Value

1 , reading 2.47 :20

math .54 HS

teading 6,68 .01

math 4,64 ,05

Data also V38 collected on 8th to 10th grade students, While objectives

were not met as stated, the results favored the experimental groups,

Bata at that level Was based on locally developed tests.

Indication that the more inservice

activities teachers received, the

better students achieve CE objectives,

In view of the results, there is

considerable evidence to suhstantiate,

experimental students would score sig

nificantly higher on standardized tests

than'would control.

Bill Green

and

Marilyn Hildebrandt

STUDY

Ceres Unified School District

Career Bducation_Rmnpsive

19 Every Student,, Final Report.

September 1, 1975. Ceres

Unified School District,

P.O. Box 307, Ceres, California,

95307.
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itIRJECT AREA LOCATION RESEARCH DESIGN INSTRUMENTS SIZE OF SAM12LE

ngoage 4ft4 (also

udy skills)

North Central Texas--

ten county area

Pretest-Posttest, Control

Group Design (Campbell and

Stanle0o, 4)

Comprehensive Tests of

Basic Skills

A total of 348 studen

were involved (no

specific breakdowns

given),

GRADE LEVEL STATISTICAL ANALYSIS DELIMITATIONS CE TREATMENT rus or STUDY-
5th One-way analysis of

covariance

Time length of implemented

program was 17 weeks,

Teachers it experimental

group had no knowledge of

CE Prior to the first

orientation period but

were asked to begin imolemeo-

tation of concepts immediately,

Teachers in the experimental

group participated io staff

development and were given

teacher-developedCEcurriculum

guides for use in planning

instruction in language arts

and social studies; consultant

help provided on 4 request

basis. Workshops: 2 days

(11 clock hours) folloued

by additional 2 dayL

Doctoral dissertation

1

4;



FIND =MIS NS RESEARCHER

Total battery scores: statistically significant difference beNeen

groups was found to exist...favoring the experimental group: level of

significance exceeded .001 level. The battery included arithmetic

even though CE concepts were not infused into that curriculum. No

significant differences were toond between the groups on arithmetic

test scores.

Reading: F value that Was statistically significant at .01 level.

Experimental group showed gain, with p(.001 evidence in vocabulary.

No significant difference between groups on comprehension.

Language: Experimental group favored In statistically significant

difference....Even though spelling scores reflected no difference, the

F value...on both mechanics and expression exceeded .001 level,

Variation between g oups:

total bat y scores 11.89 .001

reading 7.99 .01

vocabulary 15.14 .001

compiehension 0.88 NS

language 15.01 .001

mechanics 17.90 .001

expression 13.56 .001

spelling 0.21 NS

.the integration of CE concepts

into the ongoing curriculum can have

positive effect upon cognitive growth.

A fact that appears to merit attention

s that CE concepts were not introduced

into arithmetic and no greater gain was

made in this area by experimental group,

indications are strong that curriculum

planning must take place if academic

achievement is to increase.

Rtta S. Bryant

STUDY

An Experimental Study_ of the

Effect of a Career Education

Program on Academic Achievement

and Attitudes of FjfrhGsade

tudents, Unpublished ECU.
dissertation. North Texas

State University. Denton,

Texas 76203. August, 1975.

4B



SUBJECT AREA LOCATION RESEARCH DESIGN INSTRUMENTS SIZE OF SAMPLE

itudy 01 - 1angu.ge arts

wcial studies

Study 12 - mathematics

Texas

same

pre- and posttest

same

Comprehensive Test of

Basic Skills

same

E = 226

C 122

(in 4 schools)

8 t 118

C : 154

(in 2 schools)

GRADE LEVEL STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

-
DELIMITATIONS CE TREATMENT TYPE OF STUDY

5th

same

Analysis of covariance

sdme

none cited

Groups nof accurately %ached

01 - Staff development-

curriculum utiting process;

classroom learning modules:

Teachers fro% participating

4 schools in 6 staff develop-

ment workshops; 17 weeks of

student instruction .

82 - Staff development

activities for 6 teachers;

6 staff development days,

Teachers oriented to CE and

the infusion process.;.films

and commercial materials

used; site visit to observe

an on-going program.

Research project funded b:

three progrars of the

Texas Education Agency



FIRINGS CONCLUSIONS RESEARCHER

Study 11

Statistically significant results in subtests readingvocabulary,

language-mechanics and expression, and study skills- reference:

also on total reading scarce, total language scores and on total

langiage scores and on total CMS battery:

reading total g (P) .01

language " g (P) .01

o-rehennion if (P) NS

spelling a (P) NS

expression g (P) .001

reference g (P) .001

study skills 2 (P) .01

vocabulary g (P) .001

mechanics g (P) .001

graphics g (P) NS

total battery (P) .001

Study #2

Even though pretest scores indicated t c the'groups were not

matched, the pre- and posttest mean score differences recorded

for the experimental group were higher and a statistically

significant difference existed in one subtest:

Com utation

21.4 9.2

30.6

26.3
7.4

i 33.7

A lioation

8.1'5 2.1

116

10.4

10.9

Concepts

X A
14.6 3 0

17.6

16 8
2.1

18.9

Experimental

Pre-

Post-

Control

Pre-

Post-

Significance

Level ! N.S
-,

.01

Total

5==
44 5

14.4

58.9

53:5 9.9

63.4

N.S.

Study #1

Studies not conducted according to

rigorous research designed criteria, .

however, primary emphasis placed on

CE infusion techniques. Results re-

affirm belief that CE can make a

difference. Student achievement attri-

butable to support provided and special

efforts of teachers.

501402.

' lodology for infusion...should

allay fears re. implementation.

Students progressed at rate equal tO

or greater than those not utiliaing

CE in every academic area tested.

Not cited, However, the

Director of Partners in

Career Education is

Dr. Elvis Arterhury,

Career Education and Academic

Athievement in the

School. Partners in Career

Educgion, 1201 North Watson

Road, Arlington, Texas 76011.

July, 1976.
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SUBJECT AM

Reading, language, math-

! mattes, study skills

LOCATION

Rentueky!

Educational Region Xii

GRADE MEL

4th, 8th, ilth

90

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

RESEARCH DESIGN

Analysis of covariance

pretest scores were used

as the covariate in the

analysis in order to

eliminate possible

initial group differences,

Fretest-Positest design

corresponding to Campbell

and Stanley's Nonequivalent

Control Group Design (1/IO)

(1913-1.974)

DELIMITATIONS

Because of the short time

period covered by the

research project, it was not

anticipated that many

significant changes would

be evidenced by students.,.

basic skills take years to

'develop and/or modify,

INSTMENTS

California ComprehensIve

Tests of Basic Skills

CE TREADMIT

/lee description in

-dmvig's 1976 studyll

SIZE OF SAME

Approtheately 1,360

students

.-amsML%

TYPE OF STUDY

University based

research project

91



FINDINGS CONCLUSIONS RESEARCHER

4th grade - When "group" was Introduced as a min effect, no

significant F-values ,ore observed, ln fact, most of the F-valuos

were under 1.000.

ItLitA - The SW rlable, when using "group" IS A main effect,

evidenced an F-value of 11:281, significant at the .001 level

(14e. math computation). Acomparison of group means revealed

that the higher adjusted posttest mean W8S earned by the CE

group. Their mean of 8.40 vas significantly higher than that of

non-GE students (7.69). CE students 1.earned at a relatively faster

rate in making math computations,

ELI* - No significant F-value resultedhowever, a comparison

of the adjusted posttest means revcaledCE group slightly lower

on math applications and slightly higher on study skill graphics.

F-Value

F Value 4th -8th llth

reading vocab. a 1,033 0,199 0,085

rompreh. a 0.003 2,975 1.522

long. mechanics . 0.009 0.696 0.234

expression . 0.422 0.080 1.357

spelling a 0.678 1.272 3,780

math comp. a 1.310 11.281* 2.626

concepts . 0.392 0.527 3.044

0.012 1.395 3 764

0.031 1.371 0.313

appl.

total (8) 2

study skills

ref. - 0.916 0:326 0.012

graphics 2 1.104 0.693 3,660

(*.DOI level)

As bad been rxpeeted, academie achieve-

tent levels did 'lot vary to any great

extent between the groups.,liecommenda.

riofts: thatstudeot data be gathered over

a longer period of time,

Clayton P. Omvig (74)

STUDY

Effects of a Program of Career

Euration in Kentucky's

Dept.

of Vocational Education.

College of Education, University

of Kentucky. Lexington, Ken-

tucky 40506. November, 1974.

613



SUBJEC7 ARFA

Reading, language,

arithmetic, study skills

GRADE LEVEL

Sample groups of

intact classes:

4th, Bth, Ilth,

LOCATION

Kentuckyl Educational

R0004 X1L (Sou(heastero

counties; B independeot

school districts of

Jackson, Jenkins, and

Hazard)

STATISTICAL ANAI1SIS

Analysis of variance to

test for significance

differences between sample

groups1 interaction and

Mnin effects of "sex" and

"group" were analyzed (see

below for "group"
data)*

RE EARCE DES1ON
INSTRUHENTS

SIZE OP SOLE

Nast-experimental design,

Control group consisted of

students in 1973-74 who were

net exposed to CE;experimental

group of those enrolled during

1915-76,

DELIMITATIONS

Instead of gathering
pretest and

pOrtest data during the year,

only posttest data were ,

collected on the 1975-76

group, The 1974 control

group data were utilized In

the current analysis,

California CoTprehmsive Tma
of Basic Skills

CR, TRIATINT

i6escriptian of program

(21117) to 6/30176) is de.

tailed in The Cateer_Educa7

19121IIILIMq_Nlon XII
by Owen Collins, Kentucky

Valley Educational Coopera-

tive, 325 Broadway,

Hazard, Kentucky 41701,

Ju1y1 1976.1

Program emphasized during the

1st year career awartnesS in

grades 1-12; exploration In

grades 7-9 for the second

year work with grades 942

in preparation activities

main focus of 3td year Five

phases for each year: orien-

tattoo, preparation, in-

service, implementation,

evaluation,

Approxtmately

120 per group per

gradetotal of 952

TTPE OF STUDY

A report of 3 project

funded through the State

Bureau of Vocational

Edutation's Resources

Developmtnt Unit

7A



FINDINGS CONCLUSIONS RESEARCHER

arh grade - When group wag vied as main effect, five significant

differences wer2 identified; in all cases the CE group bad highe-,-:

means. F-valoLs wpre especially large in vocabulary and math computa-

tion. Perhaps of most significance wag a sigflifinnt.diff@relco on

total score, a coflTesite of eight reading, language, math subtests.

8th Arade two signiiieant differences in favor of Cirooding

comprehension and study sk111/referenre, CE gum outscored control

on all subscores except spelling.

lith grade = On the comparison of a and non-CE groups, no significant

P-values appeared.

400p effeut: F-valun and Prob.

4th 8th lith

reading vocal). 5.69 :Olt 0,54 ,53 0,22 NI

compa, 4,11 ;04* 7.85 .01 0.82 :63

language mochan, 011 .59 0.02 .89 1;14 ,01

expression 0:02 .87 1,19 ,18 0,53 ,53

spelling 2,95 :08 0.03 .85 3,01 .08

math reputation 821 .00* 3.40 .06 11,04 .14

concepts t. 0.94 :66 0,32 :58 0,79 .62

appl, 2.43 .12 2,00 :15 0,21 ,64

rctal (8) 4.30 ,04* 2,22 ,13 0,78 :62

study skills

3,56 ,06

graphics .t 4,51 :01*

(kP .05)

3.96 :05* OM :51

7;54 .11 1.94 .11

Overall, CZ students teded tO deWn,

Witte hi.Oer achievement votes,

only in ) t',eft; oases (mostly Ilth grade)

did non-J, students consistently score

higher. Me scores were not significant-

ly hightI..,:It appeared that students

outlerforted non-CE students at lower

levels. Perhaps the lack of differences

or H.b. level attributed to fact that

pattern Pf Achievement had been well

estah'ished prior to 11.5, years: Algo,

progral coneentrated on lower grades.

It was more difficult to integrate CE

in 11,5, since not nil students follow

same oirriculum.Therefore, differences

in Achievement at lower grades may

really be A reflection of effect of

different curriculum approaches.

Clayton P, Omvig ('76)

SEIM

The Effects of a Progyan yf

Career Education in Rentucky's

Education Region XII: ?base

Dept. of Vocational Education:

College of Education, University

of Kentucky, Lexington,

Kentucky 40506, July, 1916.
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SUBJECT AREA LOCATION REEARCH DESIGN

Reading and mathematics Union County Schools,

North Carolina

During 1st year it was not

possible to use pr8- po8a8St

design Data were collected

in the gpring only; regu1t8 from

9174 and 3175 were available

and were used,::hasie evaluation

design, then, was ba8ed on

treated and untreated compari-

eons,

GRADE LNEL

3rd, 6th, 7th

9b

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

One-way analysis of varitince:

regression analysis of various

treatment variables against

outcome scores. Scores

expressed as gtade

equivalents.

DELIMITATIONS

none cited

1NSTRUMTS

California Achievement Test:

Reading and Mathematics

sIZR OF SAMPLE

Project

3rd 0 126 54

6th 114 56

7th t 45

285 158

Control

CR TREATMENT

Program activities: in-

service at all grade levels,

curriculum nits integrating

career information, group

guidance, establishment of a

career library. Also: 13 .

workshops conducted and 24

curriculum units developed:

TYPE OF STUDY

Third-party evaluation

reports of exemplary

project in vocational

education conducted

under Patt D, P.L. 90-576

by North Carolina

State University:

99

8A



FINDINGS CONCLUSIONS RESEARCHER

6th grade achievement among students in project was greater than the

achievement among the control sample in reading, There was a difference

but not significant between the 6th grade means in arithmetic achievement

in the March testing, In reading, the difference between the means

for 6th grade in reading was significant at the .05 level,

3rd reading

mean yalde quivalent

Sept, Diff. March

Project . 2-9
N.S.

3=8

Control -

math

2-9

2-7
N.S

3-7

1=5.

C . 2-6 3-5

6th 9.c_111

P E 5-4
N,S, 6'2

C

math

5-4 5-4

P E 5-2 6-1

5-7

Diff.

N.S.

N,S;

N,05

N.S.

7th grade: mean grade equivalents show the inequality of groupswith

control group achievemeot higher; The two grups were not equal oo these

2 measures;

roading math

P 5-4

. 6=6
P( 05

Tie evaluators believe that had pretest taken place, there would have

been a significant difference in the beginning knowledge of the gronps!-

with control higher.

During the second year, the

evaluators intend to add the

dimension of pre-testing to

evaluation procedures,

Walter L. Cox, Jr.

and

Barbara M, Farremore,

Co-directors, 3rd-party

evaluation

Career Based Curriculum Project.

First Year Interim Report.

Or. John Moore, Director

7/1/74 - 6/30/75. Union County

Schools. P.0; Box 499,

Monroe, North Carolina '28810,

July 15, 1975,

id 1
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SUBJECT AREA

Reading, math,

language arts.

LOCATION

Union County Schools,

North Carolina

RESEARCH DESIGN

Pretest and posttesting

(fall and spring)

CNC LEVEL

3rd

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS DELIMITATIONS

INSTRUMENTS SIZE OF SAMPLE

California Test Battery

CETREADENT

Aoalysis of co-varianee

vas used to adjust the

observed differences of

the interviewing variables,:

none cited Same overall activities as

in previous year, plus 27

inservice workshops, expansion

of career centers, further

developmeot and implementatioo

of guidance activities, imple-

mentation of pilot programs

all high schools, development

of curriculum offerings for

nN Union County Career Center.

96 in project SehoOls

78 in control

TYPE OF STUDY

Thirdlarty ovaluation,.;

North Carolina State

University

9A



PIPINGS coNcLusIons RESEARCHER

No signIficant gains by Project students in reading_bowevero on

math, language (with the exception of subtest on usage & structure),

spelling, and total test battery, students had significantly higher

mean percentile scores on posttest than pretest. Control group:

although there were observable gains in the mean percentile scores nn

reading, the increases were not statistically significant as the

result for Project students. The pattern of increases in other areas

(except spelling) was similar to that of tbe Project students; Control

students made sirificant gains in mean percentiles on math, language

(except usage and structure) and total battery, Changes in spelling Int

statistically significant

Comparisons: Project students' gains were significant on two subtesta

and total battery when compared to control: mechsnica of language

(,01)*, total language (.05)*, total test battery (.05)A:

y Value

vocabulary .05

comprehension ,84

total reading ,59

computation .59

concepts 6 problems 1.36

total math .12

mechanics, lang. 6,49*

use 4 structure .40

total lang. 4.97*

spelling 1,26

total battery 4,38*

none cited Joseph R. Clary;

Walter I. Cox, Jr.,

and

Barbara M. Parramnre

STIE)Y

Career Based Curriculum Pro ect.

Second Year Interim Report,

Dr. John D. Moore, Director,

711/75 - 6/30/76; Union County

Schools. P.O. Box 499,

Monroe, North Carolina 28810;

July 15, 1976,

1
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SIXECT MIA LOCATION

aeading and mathematics Philadelphia, Pa,

GaME LEVEL STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Senior high school=

10 to 12

Analysis of covariance

(data reported in

Vol. II, Technical

Appendix)

RESEARCH DESIGN

True experimental and

contui group design.

Average time between pre-

and posttesting was 8 months.

DELIMITATIONS

INSTRINENTS SIZE OF SAILE

Stanford Reading and

Mathematics Achievement Tests

Reading

CIF 88

Controls ;-; 55

Math

CIP . 86

Controls . 54

CE TREATMENT

.the findings ate based on a

design which has been said to

be difficult to achieve in

action research: a study involv-

ing 3 separate cohorts of

applicants, with participants

non-participants chosen at

random from the applicant pooL

(However), the design contri-

butes to believability in 2

ways: the replication of find-

ings across 3 separate group&

suggest that whatever is

happening, is not a 1-time,

1-group event; the true experi-

ment and control groups permit

strong inference that whatever

is happening is due to the

internship, rather than to

changes which would probably

have occurred without OIC.

The urban CE Center Intern ,

of the Opportunities Industri-

alization Centers of America,

Inc., Philadelphia, Pa,

(Dec. 1973 - Feb. 1978). It

Is made up of various com-

ponents: Career Orientation

Program (planning, guidance):

Community Career Program (de-

signed,to help parents, esp,

of interns, in commUnity

services) and the Career In-

tern Program (CIFthe

internship phase).

Other aspects: the Career

Development Plao, intern ass-

essment, placement of in-

terns, instrectionicounseling,

(cont'd,)

TYPE OF RIMY

Researeh report prepared

for the Opportunities

Indngtrialization Centers

of Americo, Inc., which

designed and operates

the Career Intern Program;

supported by funds from

the NIE.

137
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SUBJECT AMA LOCATION

CPADE LEVEL

RESEAECE DESIGN INSTRUMENTS . SIZE OF SAMPLE

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS DELIMITATIONS CE TREAMNT TYPE OF STUDY

(cont'd.)

basic subjects in the

curriculum, counseling

seminar,

Academics! English, Social

Studies, Math 6 Science

relate senior high school

subjects and CE content.

(97 packets in each subject

4 43 lessons in math), Hands- .

on experiences, electives

JOB

109



FINDINCS

(1) The interns have begun improvements that are tistically aad

educational si nificant,

(2) in reading, interns gained five academic months (7,2 average pre to

7.7 post) in an aVerege of eight months in CIP, In mathematics, their

gain was from 7.3 to 7,7, in comparison, the average SUM of the control

students did nOt change.

(3) Eighth grade reading level is about the minimum required for most

skilled trades work. Before entering CI?, about 70% of the applicants

were performing below this level. At post-testing, about 70% of ,the control

students were still *forming below this Minimum. In contrast, in reading-,
and mathematics, the C1P percentage below the minimum had dropped to about

58%.

(4) If the percent of students performing at less than the 6th grade

level is OnSideted, abOut twice as many controls as interns were per-

forming at extremely low levels in mathematics at post-testing prz

controls; 13% interns), In reeling, 34% of the controls and 27re the

interns were helow 6th grade levels at post-testi4,

(5) Controls were more likely to guess than interns. The raw scores

do not contain a correction for guessing. If the correction is applieC

the performance of interns on reading and mathematics again shows a

reliable increase while the performance of controls decreases, a pattern

consistent with the progressive decline in achievement reported for many

low-income children who do not attend special programs. The correction

for guessing has decreased control scores much more markedly for reading than

for mathematics.

(6) The final levels achieved by both interus and controls are still fat

below the national averages. The average grade equivalent final scores

on reading and mathematics'for the interns was,7,7 and 7!7, respecrively;

for the controls, 7,0 and 6,9, respectively, Whatever the gainsand their

were some substantial improVements--there is no blinking away the fact that

many of the interns still have a lot of work to do before their basic skills

reach levels offering much hope for postsecondary success in life, education

and work.

(cont'd.)

CONCLUSIONS

,Attending ClP leads to improvement

in both mathematics and reading: a five

months' gain in eight months' in read-

ing and a four months gain in

mathematics compared to no gain in this

time for controls. If the students can

build on this start and continue to

develop their akills, their post-CIP

chances will be fairly bright= For

about 40% of the interns, however,

further remedial work will be necessary

even to enter vocational/technical occu-

pations. For about 85% of the internm,

remedial work would be needed to reach

12th grade levels needed for regular

work.

REEARCUR

Richard A. Gibboney

Associates, Inc,

STUDY

Career Ittern_Progrom:_14

Experiment in Career Education

That Worked. Vol, I. Richard

A. Gibboney Associates, Inc.

1717 Walton Road, Blue Bill,

Pennsylvania 19422. (In press)

April, 1977.

/Le also: The Career Intern

pjAug vol. I. Preliminary

Results of an Experiment in

Career Education. National

Institute 0 Education,

July, 1975.7

iii
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FINDINGS CONCLUSIONS RESEARCHER

(coned,)

Data was given to indicate the reading and math achievement of both

groups, Analysis Of Covariance data was indicated for achievement

scores with Pretest covaried--and 4s follows: for achievement corrected

for guessing scores with pretest tovaried:

SOURCE OF VAIATION

IMINC; SS
=,

df

?west Condato 21,283.275 1 21;283,275 193.598 .001

Group 11022:523 1 1,023:573 9551 .01

Colunt 110;054 2 85:027 .793

Croup x Cohort 106.153 2 52,026 ,416

Expldieed 22,639.421 6 3,233.232 35,209 401

Rosidual 14,924.776 136 102.167

focal 37,214.197 142 262,022

Regression 8E4,266 5 176,853 1.692 :10

Residual 13,690,510 131 104,508

Pretest Covariare 6,252.18151 1 6,252,18155 220,219 (01

339.15100 1 339:15108 11,946 (41

Cohort 59.61919 2 29:809595 1;050

Group x C650 11&.78329 2 59391645 2092.

ExplAned 6,754.90325 6 1,12533054 39;655 c.0;

Rosidal 3;775.96819 133 28.39074

Total 10;530,95134 139 75.76224

Ragression 191.329 5 39:466 1,412 10

Widual 3,510,639 119 21.950

112

STUDY

113
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SUBJECT AREN

Reading, language arte,

mathematics, (also social

studies, science, & use of

sources)

GRAM LEVEL

EBCE-I - 12th

EBCE-II - 12th

EBCE-III 110

COOP - lith & 12th

RANDOM . 12th

LOCATION

Eannvha County,

West Virginia

RESEkRCH DESIGN

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Multivariate analysis of

variance; subsequently a

upivariate analysis of

variance

Identification of two

overall comparison

groups

DELIMITATIONS

INSTRUMENTS

Iowa Test of Educational

Development (ITED) and

Educational Development

Series (EDS)

CE TRIM

SIZE OF SAMPLE

EBCE-I = 45

ESCE-II g 45

EECE-III g 5

(not included in

analysis)

COOP studentsapprox. 70

RANDOM students g 120

none cited
EKE program in existence for

2 years: 1St year developed

and expanded the concept

and developed innovative

curriculum; 2nd year re.

vised Instructional Delivery

System,

TYPE OF STUDY

Research sponsored by

the National Institute

of Education

115



FINDINGS CONCLUSIONS RISEARCHER

R. hypothesis that EBCE students will do as well as comparison groups

in scholastic growth (note: comparison groups were not given for ITED).

EDS; An F. value of 1.87 was found to be significant at ..05,..sig

nificant differences between 3 groups (E8CE-I, COOP, RANDOM) on

reeding (F=3,62; Value .05),math (F=4.01, Value ,05)

An F =value of 4.09 was found, to be significant at .001...si nificant

growth of all groups combined was in reading (Fq5.00, :01) and English

(F=12.55, .01).

Analysis of the man gain scores for each of the 6 subtests by group

indicated no overall group differences; however...indicated differences

between groups on English (Fg4:63, .01) with COOP students showing'

greatest gains.

ITED: Analysis...overall E9C8 students indicated significant growth in

reading comprehension, lug. arts, math, and science: llth grade EBCE

students (Ng5) demonstrated greatest overall growth.

F Value

reading k 10.65 .01

lang. arts g 420 .05

math 5:17 .05

science g 3:33 .10

Also case histories were conducted: 4 of 9 students improved sub-

stantially academically during ENE; 5 others received "mixed ratings"

from coordinators, parents, and themselves. ,

116

EBCE program was judged very

successful since it did successfully

serve as an alternative educational

program..

J. A. Hilderbrand,

Charlotte Hollenberg)

and

J. H. Sanders

Vinal Evaluation Report.

Experience-Based Career Education

Appalachia Educational Laboratory,

Inc. O. oox 13481 Charleston,

Nest Virginia 25325.

September 30, 1974,

117
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SUBJECT ARIA

Reading and mathematics

GIME LEVEL

BCE:

El Ilth & 12th

E2 . 12th

K Ilth & 12th
. .

Control:

C - traditional H S_I _ _

C2 - (unspecified)

LOCATION

Kanawha County,

West Virginia

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Univariate analysis of

variance; Nests;

analysis of variance

KISEAKCH DESION

Pretest-posttest

DELIMITATIONS

STR SIZE OF SORE

Comprehensive Tests

of Basic Skills

EBCE:

E g 51
-1

E2 g 22

K- g 16_

Control:

C g 30

g not cited

CE TREATMENT

E
2,

C
2,

K were not randomly
. .

seleaed ind therefore were

assumed to Be non-equivalent

to the other groups;

EBCE program in existence

for over 3 years; 3rd year

was spent in refinement

of subsystems and materials;

TYPE OF STUDY

Research sponsored

by the National Inatitui

of Education

12A



FIRD1NGS CONCLUSIONS RESEARCHER

Comparison of academic achievementhno-significant differences in

acsdemic achievement between true exParimental group and true control.

No other comparisons were made,

F*

reading comprehension 0778 0,62

arith: concepts 1.09 0.30

each. applications 0,58 0.54

F* :90 (1,9) g 278

Hypothesis: that El will acquire increased mastery (K10) in basic

academic skills. El group did not show increased mfstery:

t-test

reading gal arith. conce ts & a lications

+0.40 +0,72 +0,92

0,72 0.81 0.82

(t.90(50).1.30

Hypothesis: that El would do as well in basic academic skills as C

El did as well as C2. It' appears that there vas little difference

in the performance of these groups on the 3 subtests:

Pretest scores Posttest scores

F p
=

F P

reading comp. N 0.78 0.62 0.69 0:59

arith, concepts 1,09 0.30 0.39 ,,044

arith. applic, 056 0.54 1,27

F.90 (1,79)4,75 F.90 (1,76).2,78

Hypothesis: that K1 will acquire increased mastery it basic academic

skills, Ki (Charleston HS) students showed no significant (p(10)

gains as measured by 3 subtests.

readIncop srith, concepts it applicatioss

t-test -1,42 -045 +0.77

:64 .65 ;63

(t.90 (15) m +1,34

88C8 program was very successful

since it did successfully serve

as an alternative CE program,

Joe E. Shively

STUDY

FY '75 Internal Evaluation

Mpott.. Experionce-Oesed

Career Education.

Applaehia Educational

Laboratory, Charleston,

West Virginia, August 31 1975#

12B
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susJECT AREA

Reading and mathematics

LOCATION

Demonstration site--at ABL,

West Virginia

Implementation..

Bremen, Georgid;

Crowley, Louisiana;

Ames, Iowa;

Staten Island, Ithaca,

and North Syracuse, New York,

GRADE LEVEL

Ilth and 12th

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

!

Analysis of variance

(ANOVA procedures)

RESEARCE DESIGN

Eretest-pOstteat

DELIMITATIONS

none cited

INSTRUMENTS

Comprehensive Tests Of

Basic Skills

CE TREATENT

L..

SIZE OF SMPLE

EKE program in existence

for over 4 years; 4th year

implementation of program.

AEL 19

TYPE OE STUDY

Continuation of

project on EKE

13A



FISINOS

AEL/EBCE students showed

maintained their mastery

EEL! num=1)
0.081

P ;.,25

no significant gains or losses on 3 subtests:

in basic academic skills.

arith. concepts O arith.p
1,000 .006

),25 ),25

A great deal of data was generated across the various sites. In

suyoary;

AEL

-RC a NS NS

NS

NS

NS NS

NS

Sites (A to F unidentified)

05+ NS

NS NS
NS

AO+

NS

05** 05**

NS

-AA a NS 10+ NS

NS

NS

NS 05**

NS

NS

NS NS

05- NS

10* NS

01* NS

05 10

N5 05-

NS 10+

10* NS

NS NS

05 01

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

a . Experimental pre to post difference (gain +, loss -)

b t Comparison pre to post difference (gain +, loss -)

c E vs C an pretests (* ** C>E)

d g E vs C on posttests (* PC; *A PE)

e * E vs C OR change (absolutes)

NS a no significant difference

Blank spates indicate data
not available under design utiliad:

statistical analyses not conducted.

CONCLUSIONS RESEARCHER

...although the results vere Dot sitila

across all sites, the evidence does

favor ERCE. Consequently, implementa-

tion of EBCE as a viable alternative

to the traditional secondary programa

has been demonstrated,

Joe E. Shively

and

PhylUa Xessel

STUDY

Yinal_Outcpte_Evalnation Report

Demosa4atinn and I4olementa-

tins Sites. Experience-Bssed

Career Education. Appalachia

Educational Laboratory.

Charleston, West Virginia.

September 30, 1916,

13



SUBJECT AREA LOCATION

Reading, mathematics; and

written and oral communica-

tion

Tigard, Oregon

CPADE LEVEL

ilth and 12th

.TATISTICAL MUSTS

Step-down multivariate

analysis of variance

and covariance

RESEARCH DESIGN

Bretest-postteat;

experimental and

control groups

DELIKTATIONS

Although the coat of 'sing a

control group was high and the

=her for whom data were ob-

tained was small; the evalua-

tors feel that the benefit

gained from experimental design

outweighed the costa;

INS TBRENTS

Coaptehelsive Toot

of Basic Skills

CE TRIATEN1

SIZE OF SAMPLE

True experimental

group 4 31

True control

group 4 only 12

available for

posttesting

EKE: A comprehensive,

individualized program

integrating high school

students' learning of

Basic Skills, Life Skills, &

Career Development through

work & learning experiences

in the community; "Cowinity

Experiences for Career Ed"

"handm-on" approach to

learning; curriculuifully

integrated; stress on adult

activities; fully individualixe

Students spent about 1: time

et learning center; remaining

time at employer & community

sites; (Pall of 1974 to

Spring a 1915)

TYPE OF STUDY

Research sponsored

by the National

Institute of Education

1 9r



FIRMS
CONCLUSIONS RESEARCHER

(CE) students made statistically significant gains especially in eading-2 . 7-- -. 7!

comprehension; they also made marginally significant gains (.05<p (0)

in arithmetic coocepts and application, but
vhen conditionedfor reading

co%prehension, these gains disappear. Conversion of expanded standard

scores to grade equivalent scores indicates that during
approximate 6-moath

0 period, (CE)2 students gained 18 months in reading
comp.; 6 in arith;

concepts and 5 in arith; applications.
Also re, variability of change

scores...a considerable number made negative changes...probably
more

Indicative of test taking attitude than actual change ill ability!

No significant differences in the adjusted mean posttest scores; supports

hypothesis that (CE)2 students would not gain less than:comparable students;

/Note: Earlier PaiL studios report in 1972-73 no statistically signifi-

cant changes on CTBS; in 1973=74 students made
statistically significant

gains in all areas of CUS except language mechanics. 8ryanC3a1eo repotted

this 1974 data: CE students scored a mean grade equivalent gain of.)

years;_this compares to a decrease of .1 grade equivaleot by comparison

-row

Results tend to support hypothesis

that (CE)2 students would make gains

in We Skills and that control would

not gain more. This is an encouraging

if not impressive result, especially

considering the fact that (CE)2 is D t

a concentrated Basic Skills program.

Thomas Owens;

Joseph Haan,

and

Harry Fehrenbacher

srur

Experience Based Career Mutation.

Final Evaluation Report, FY 1975.

Northwest Regional Educationa1

Laboratory. 710 SW Second

Avenue, yortland, :Oregon 97204.

September, 1975:

14B
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RESEARCH DESIGN INSTRUMENTS

Dretest-post test; experimental

and control groups

SUBJECT ARIA

Reading and math

LOCATION

Tigard, Oregon, plus 5 pilot

sites: Hillsboro, Oregon;

Colville, Washington; .

Billings, Montana; Kodiak,

Alaska; Kennewick, Washington

Comprehensive Test of

We Skills

SI E OF SA1LE

Tigard . 14 to 17

Billings . 25

Colville g 20

Hillsboro g 55

Kennewick P 30

Kodiak a 30

GRADE LEM STATISTICAL ANALYSIS DELIMITATIS CETRIATIENT rin OF STUY

lith and 12th: (same as in 1975)

9th to 12th in Hillsboro

3 0

none eited

Described in previous NWREL

study for demoustration site.

Pilot sites:

Billingsmany essential com-

ponents of model;

Others--high degree of fidelity

to modal,

Research sponsored by

the National Institute

of Education

131
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FINDINGS

For the 14 (CE),, students in program for 2 years: 2 years growth in

reading comprehenn during 1st year and an additional year of growth

during 2nd year, Margioal growth dotected on arithmtle subtests, For

the 17 1st year students and 14 2nd year students: average of 1 month's

growth in reading comprehension pet month of program and marginal growth

on arithmetic suhtests.

In pilot sites: while student growth on CTBS was generally positive;

Ping in wiling comprohonsion were statistically significant for only

I site, Educationally significant gains in reading comprehension (at

least 1 month's growth per month,.,)
were evident for 3 of 4 pilot sites

and were evident on arithmetic concepts for 1 pilot site and arithmetic

applications of 2 pilot sites.

11P

CONCLUSIONS

No additional points cited in

1976 report,

RISEARCHER

Thomas R, Owens

and

Joseph F. Haenn

STUDY

Ex erience Used Career Educgion,

Final Evaluation Report, FY 1976,

Northwest Regional Educational

Laboratory, 710 SW Second

Avenue, Portland, Oregon 97204.

September, 1976,

133
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SUBJECT AREA
LOCATION

Reading and Mathematics

CRADE LEVEL

10th and Ilth grades

No control group for 12th

grade students so that

comparisons at this level

ate not presented4

13?

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

STATISTICA1 ANALYSIS

Correlated Heats; analysis

of covariance

RESEARCH DSIGN

Pretest-post tent; the overall

design 01 quasi-experimental

with non-equivalent control

groups

DELIMITATIONS

INSMUMENTS

CompreheniveTests Of Basic

Skill$

The control group for the 10th

and llth grades was not equiv-

alent in all respects but CE

treatment to the experimental.

gtOupi

CE TREADENT

A prototype EECE program; site

activities integrated with the

test-of the curriculum; 3 main

instfuctional components:

career exploration and

specialization, guidance, basic

skills. Students spent at

least 1 day a week in a variety

of "hands-onuactivities in

participating industries,

businesses unions; structured

small group guidance sessions

each week; 1 1/2 hours each

day on individualized learning

in communication skills and

mathematics (one year: 1973-74)

SIZE OP ,SAXPLE

E(I) 76 with 00 analogous

comparison students

E(2) 76 with a nOlreqUiva-

leg control group

Note: The table on CTRS

scale scores refers to

E(1)N:54

E(2)N-38 j

TYPE OF STUDY

Part of an evaluation of

RBS Career Education

Program

16A



FINDINGS

Results indicate flat only minimal
support can be given to hypothesis

that experimental students were superior to controls. The experimental

means were always higher than control
means, but only in the case of 1

subtest was the difference
statistically significant (arithemtic

applications: p 4016); the experimental
group did not show any

significant gates over the control
grOIT IR the other basic skills

subtasts: reading vocabulary (p .4613) end comprehension (p ,3658),

arithmetic computation (p ,2456) end concepts (p ,8066)

_CTRS Elerimenral Group (lains_ta Scale Scores (within group)

Posttest Mean Pretest Mean t Value

Reading EM4 E2t38 El E2

Vocabulary

Comprehension

Total

Arithmetic

Computntion

Concepts

Applications

Total

1,7593 29,39/4 0,27084 292731*

24,8704 11,0789 3,91746* 1s66775*

11,4074 1S.8W4 3,12070* 3,04251*

1s4444 29,0278 0,22314 3,42275*

130185 34,5000 1,63035* 4,18474*

41,2778 35,8611 5s62534* 4s16555'

14,3333 34,4161 2.86718* 5,01426*_
* > 1.31 with df 30:

136

CONCLUSIONS

Experimental students gained significantly

in basic skills during project; basic

skills gains of expetimental students were

higher but not significantly diffetents

RESEARCHER

Keith Ms Kershner and Mark Ws Blair

STUDY

Simmative Evaluatinp of the

Research for Better Schools

CaleerEth---at_12Plis"m

Research for Better Schools,

1700 Market Street, Philadelphial

Pennsylvania 19103, April, 1915,

16B
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SUBJECT ARZA

Communications and

mathematics skills

CRADE LEVEL

LOCATION

Philadelphia

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

1ESEARCE DESIGN

llth and some from 9th,

lOth, 12th

13

t-test for paired data

using matched pretest and

pO8U8St gtons; analyses

of variance on the pretest

scores with group membership

as the independent variable:

A true experimental design

achieved through the random

assignment of applicants to

experimental and control groups.

DELIMITATIONS

None cited

INSTREENTS

Comprehensive Tests .of

Basic Skills

SIZE OF SAMPLE

EN64

E2t30 (non-randomly selected

returning group)

CI=E6

CE TREATENT

Program utilizes self'paced

learning resources, direct

participation in vocational

environments, classroom

experiences, and adultionth

interpersonal inthraetions.

focus on individualization and

community-based experiences.

3 principal components: Career

Exploration and Specialization,

Career Guidance, andlasic

Skillsi

TYFE OF STD7

An examination of effects

of RES Career Education

Program

139
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FIRINGS

Both 1st and lnd year experimental students showed some significant

growth over the year, but not in all areas tested,...analyses did not

indicate significant superiority of the E students in any test employed,

Thus, the prograt was not demonstrated to offer advantsges it the

provision of basic skills instruction,

Within group:
a signifiont growth indicated on 2 and 3 subtests

(arithmetic concepts and applications)

Reading Comprehension

Arithmetic Concepts

Applications

(piq 30 4 1,310)

Comparison: Analyses of data identified 4 significant grade difference

in reading comprehension on both pre and posttest, The differences

were consistent from pretest to posttest and refliit a possible grade

linked developtent of reading comprehension. Only one other statisti-

cally significant finding
was identified;,a,significant grade difference

pretestperformance on the Arithmetic concept pretest. E groups did

not out perform their control counterparts:

CONCLUSIOKB

Recommendation 18. Any suspected problems

related to basic skills presentation should

be investigated, and a plan to solve thet

h old be developed.

RESEARCBER

RBS: no single researcher cited

(9/26175)

Careel"&aLlala
Final B41911Ekn, Research

for 5etter Schools; 1700 Market

Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

19103; September 26, 1975.
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SUBJECT AREA

communications and mathematics

skills

GRADE LEVEL

10th

Ilth

12th

LOCATION

Philadelphia (students from

the Academy for Career

Education, implementation

of RES model)

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

t-tests for paired data

using matched pretest and

posttest scores; analyses of

variance or covariance , de-

pending upon pretest find-

ings; regression projection

analyses=

HESEARCli DESIGN

A true experimental design

achieved through random

assignments of program

applicantS to experimental (E)

and control (C) PM= During

1975-76, the design was main-

tained with students from the

1974-75 study of 1 year effects,

DELIMITATIONS

None cited

INSIIVENTS

Comprehensive Tests of Basic

Skills: Reading comprehension,

arithmetic concepts and

application

CE TREATHENT

3 main instructional components:

Career Development, Career

GuidanCe end Basic Skillsi

Egloration courSes are avail

able for eboat 20 clusters

of related careers; students

participate each week for 1 1/2

hours in smell group guidance

sessions! The basic skills part

operationaliaed aS an,Aoademic

Resource Center and focuses

on communications and math

SIZE OF SAMPLE

emulative effects

7 g 63

g 32

ITFE OR STUDY

All examination of the

effects of multiple year

participation in RBS

Career Education: a

study of =Illative and

second year effects.

Fanded in part by.

Vocational Education

Rot in cooperation with

the NIE

14'
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FINDINGS

CumulatiVe Rrogtam Effects! Hypothesis that E students would acquire in-

creased mastery in basie academic skills!

1974 1978

reading comp:

arithmetic concepts

512,33 552.67

456.98 542,85

arithmetic application 483,56. 530:75

4.06'

5.26'

9:48*

=VISIONS

Critical value for 1.310 when df 30 fOr 1 way 't" test:,

...a significant Within group growth-all 3 subtests! strong support for

hypothesis. "t'

Comparison of _Fogs: reading comp. 0.18

arith: concepts * 5.80*

arab. applications - 6.96*

2 group exhibited significantly higher growth rates when compared with

performance projected from C group en 2 out of 3 subtests iin arithmetiO

There was no significant difference between groups in reading, although

E group seemed to close an initial gap in performance means: Thus.some

support that E studenta will eguire significantly greater mastery of basic

skills than C students in a traditional program.

0

2od year Program Effects! Hypothesis that E students would acquire increased

mastery in basic academic skills!

1975. 1976

reading comp: 508.64 549.18 3.01*

arithmetic concepts - 520.74 542,75 2.67*

arithmetic appliCation 503.00 532.43 3.57*

...strong support for hypothesis that E students would acquire increased

mastery during 2nd year,

Comparison,of group

reading comp, 3.53*

arith: concepts - -0.32

arith. applications . - 8:87*

:E group exhibited significantly increased growth lates on 2 out of 3

Subtests. Thus...partial Support that 2nd year E stuft Ls will acquire

Significantly greater mastery.in basic skills than C students in a

traditional program.

Summary - 1974-76 (Sr. significant at .10)

MIL.211 !t!!!!LLSE
LIE.

EI
3111= cto, 12 2nd yr cum1,

reading comp, - NS S S NS S NS

arith. concepts- S S NS Ns S
arith. applic. S S S NS S

141

In conclusion, it has been demonstrated

that students benefit from both 1 or 2

years of participation in BBS Career

Education....

RESEARCHER

Thomas N. Biester

Evaluation of Cumulative Effects of

RES Career Education, 1974776.

Research for Better Schools, 1700

maaet Street, Philadelphia, 19101

August 31, 1976.
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SULTECTAIEA I4CATION RESURCH DESICN

Written communication, reading Oakland, California

quantitative Malls

CRAM LDEL STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

10th, llth, 12th. Analyses of covariance

INSRUMMS

Pre and posttest experimental Iowa Tests of Educational

and control groups Development

DELIMITATIONS

Results of the reading test

show that the groups differ in

number of ways, but these

differences My be largely

attributable to the effect of

one atypiCal student in the

control go*

CE TREAIKENT

FWL-EBCE prototype: a voluntary

d alternative program of.compre

bensivenesa, individualizer

learning, focusing on direct

experience in a Variety of

community settingsstudents

pursue traditional academic

subjects and develop basic

skills through experiential

learning; Activities include

orientation, exploration, and

investigation,

SIZE OF MAPLE

FWS (students)

Writing g 34

Math and reading:

E g 12

C g 10

TYPE OF STUDY

Research sponsored by

the National Institute

of Education (1973-74)

Agote: Data 011 basic

academic skills was not

reported by the FWL for

1975/

19A
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FISINCS

'Written communication: On the basis of a writing sample judged for

quality by independent raters, students showed a very significant

increase in their knowledge of the mechanics, ability to communicate

effectively, and maturity of written thoughtsstudents do improve

their writing skills, but there is no reason to assume FWS is either

more or less effective than comparison schools in this regard.

keldyls: Results essentially parallel those for written communication:

PWS students did improve skills but not significantly more or less than

comparison students,.FWS experience does not result in any diS=

advantage relative to students in more conventional high $chools,

2E1122111/!!1!i ReseltS essentially the same a$ for the other

skills: FWS student effects not significantly different from those

obtained by comparison students:

.E.1*

Nov. Kay

mean 9:4 10:1

s.d. 1,8 1,4

correlation :64

math

Control

Nov. May

Reading

!sEl Control

Nov. May Nov, May

10.0 10.4 8,8 10.2

2.6 2.3 3,4 2.5

,92 .413

The experimental group had a greater average change in math.but

difference is not significant: In reading, the control group changed

more than did the experimetal
grouP.

1 48

CONCLUSIONS

The learning of basic skills did not suffer

thrOugh the elimination of classroom

instrUction: there was no significant

difference in performance between the

groupsthis despite the fact that the

remedial portion of the basic skills progra

WU not fully in place until spring 1974,

le primary emphasis of the program is on

skills acquisition through field experience,

RESEARCHER

Paul Christensen and others.

STUDY

Ex erience-Based Career Education:

Final EValuation Report FY-1974,

Volume 1. Far West Laboratory

for Research and Development,

1855 Folsom Street., sen

Francisco, California 94103: 1914,

19B
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SUBJECT AIYA

Unspecified

LOCATION RESEARCH DESIGN

Henderson County, Kentucky

GRADE LEVEL STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

66 graders prn.,,ressing

through program, there-

fore, 6th to 8th

150

Comparison to national

norms

Pretest and pos te t

DELIMITATIONS

INSTRUENTS

California Comprehensive Tests

of Basic Skills

(total test battery scores for

6th grades coming through the

3 year program)

CE TEEADENT

No control group was estab-

lishedmore concerned with

average gain per year compared

with national norms,

SIZE OF SAMPLE

Cases; 1969 m 424

1971 466

1972 m 461

1973 449

TYPE OF STUDY

Program included: teacher made

lawn plans and units, project

group work, "handson" activi-

ties, in-aervice teaching and

workshops, use of community

resources*

Evaluation phase of exemplar:

program - country level*

151
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FINDINGS

In all 3 years, average scores gtayed somewhat below national norm

Yet, during 3rd year there was an appreciable gain of +14,7 points

even though total battery score vas still below national norms (514

compared to 544,)

ELLeeAkivaleAt. alaln national_pla difference

fall '69 # 5;0

fall '71 7,1 63.5

fall '72 4 7.7 11.8

spring '73 g 8,6 45,6

76,1 -12,6

20:2 - 8,4

30,9 +14,7

CONCLUSIONS

:even though we cannot say the program

gave 4 tremendous boost to the academic

skills areas, on the other hand, there

was no loss either. If the students,.

have realized the importance of come of

their subjectsthen they will be able to

relate these to their own personal ambi-

tion in life: It has given, at least, A

different reason for learning and going

through school for some of the students;

RESEARCHER

Nelvin P. Gibson, Project Director

STUD?

Career Education:
A Thrust Forward;

Henderson County
Vocational Education

Curriculum Integration
Project:

History Report; 7/1/70 - 6/30/73,
Henderson County

Public Schools,

1805 Second
Street, Henderson,

Kentucky 42420, 1973.

20B
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LOCATION

Three sCh001 districts in

interrediate Unit 05,

pennsylvania

STATISTICAL ANAITSIS

t-tests eoloyed to determine

if differences between groups

wete significant; t-test

analysis of pOsttest scoreS:

At 4th grade level, an analy-

sis of covariance was utilized

in relation to mathematics

achieVement to compensate for

initial differences that

existed in the groups.

RISEARCE DESIGN

Pre-post testing; comparable

control groups at each grade

level

DELIMITATIONS

Jimited amount of exposure

time.,

INSMINTS

(posttest only) t MacGinitie

Gates Reading

2nd and 4th = Iowa Test of Masic

Skills

9th g Stanford Achievement Test

10th g STEP-SCAT Achievement Test

SIZE OF SAMPLE

at control

K g 15 15

2 = 15 15

4 g IS 15

9 g 15 13

10 g 13 13.

(73) (71)

CE TREATMENT TYPE OF sinv

Units OA career awareness,

exploration, and preparation...

in an open entry-exit (flexible)

career development program; ex-

posure to range of career clus-

ters; model computer resource

curriculum; in-service training

(5 workshops); individnaliaing

the learning prOgraM.

Office of Career Educatial

Grant: 7/1/75 to 6/30/76.

Grant #! G007502390

21A



FINDINGS
CONCLUSIONS RESEARCHER

Minimal differences between the 2 groups was reported. ...in the limited amount of time during

which the students were exposed to the

K oosttest mean raw scores: a. control DJ. t value projecti the benefits of career education

could not totally be assessed by the test-

readiness mean 8711 95;93 28 .4493 ing program. It should be emphasized

variance 51.94 225.92
that career education units did not provide

(not significant at ,05 level of confidence)
specific provisions toward teaching subject

areas it a direct fashion,...also.,.all
2nd grade

groups made gains in achievement but it was

not pOssible to show that through the use
reading - mean 3:58 3:91 28 1.2314 of cares: units greater gains were made

variance .544 .555 by the experimental group.

math - mean 1.04 3.10 28 .2085

variance .401 .580

(not significant at .05 level of confidence)

4th vde

reading - mean 5.75 5,17 28 1.5913

variance .299 1.569

(not significant at .01 level of confidence)

math treatments

error

total

M:5: F

3.4060,9239

7,3454

8.2693

1

27

28

:9239

.2720

(not significant at :05 level of confidence)

contrOl 0,F: t value

9th grade

reading mean 9.35 911 26 5636

variance 4.43 5.75

math - mean 8.44 8,54 26 .0988

variance 211 10.63

(not significant at .05 level of cottidence)

thade
reading - mean 441.538 450.154 24 1.5687

Variance 147.500 244:667

math - mean 442.654 451.423 24 1.7172

variance 172.917 166.093

(tot significant at .05 level of confidence)

156

David G. Minds, Project Director

STUDY

A Project To Demonstrate incremen-

1 Improvements in a x-12 Career

sdecation Progra!,Through

Exemplary ModelT Northwest Tri-

County Intermediate Unit, 252

Waterford Street Edinborol

Pennsylvania 16412: julyi 1976.

21B
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SUBJECT AREA LOCATION RESEARCH DESIGN INSTRUMENTS SIZE OF SAMPLE

Reading and mathematics Louisville, Kentucky

3 schools:

1 elementary

I junior high school

1 senior high school

pre-and postteato stallford Achievement Test..,

administered to a sample of

children in each school in

January, 1976 and all students

were tested as port of the

systemwide achievement testing

program in Hay, 1976.

geetables

TYPE OF STUDYGRADE LEVEL STATISTICAL ANALYSIS DELIKTATIONS CF TREATMENT'

2 to 11
Initially it was planned to

evaluate the achievement

results by using regression

equations to predict May

scores, based oft the previous

year's data for the same child

ten; However, it was decid-

-d to develop a new testing

program in the merged

Jefferson County District,

so that the old regression

equation would no longer be

valid. Beginning in 1976-77,

however, it will again be

possible to do these regres

sionS1 since two years of

Stanford data will be avail

able,

None cited Not given Research project of

county district

221



FINDINGS CONCLUSIONS RSEARCHER

Pte and p attest means for students who were pretested:

GRADE PRE-TEST POST-TEST CAIN

Math

NUMBER

TESTED

Math
Reading Math L.9A_ath Reading 12dilg
1,3 2.4 - 1.1 - 33

1,3 3,5 3,2 3:1 1,9 :2 43 43

4 4,0 3:9 5,3 52 1,3 1.3 19 19

5 4.1 5.3 5,1 6,5 1:6 1.2 18 18

6 5,6 5,8 6,3 6:7 .7 .9 36 35

1 5.0 4,6 6,2 60 1,2 1,4 123 114

8 7:2 7,3 1,8 7:1 :6 0 111 108

10 1 26 32 16 31 223 198

10 68 50 JJ
rr

46 43 -4 263 239

11 46 30 58 60 12 30 252 222

Grades 1=8 are in grade equivalents; 941 are in percentile ranks.

160

Though the number of students tested was

in some USES not very large, the general

trend IS quite obvious:

There were sizeable gains in most

grades, probably larger than would

be elected in the short interval

between the testing.

We lack sufficient information, not hay.

lOg baseline date or regression equations,

to connluSively attribute the results to

the program, However, the pattern of

results IS very consistent across schools

and grades. Too, the process information

gathered throughout the year gives strong

evidence that the program was well imple-

mented. We feel, therefore, that there

is a strong probability that the CE

program (perhaps in combination with

other instructional programs in these

schools) had art overall positive impact

on both reading and mathematics achieve-

ment,

Frank E, Rapley, Assistant

Superintendent

Research and Evaluation

STUDY

Achievalent Test Results for the

Career Iducation Program - 19.75-N

Jefferson County Public Schools,

675 River City Mall, Louisville,

Kentucky 40202, 1976#

161
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SUBJECT AREA

rcsm.,T

Language and readin-

GRADE LEM

8th and 9th

162

LOCATION

Indiana

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

None utilized

RESEARCH DESIGN

Pre-and posttest

DELIMITATIONS

INSTRUMENTS

Not specified

CETREMENT

The evaluation could not be

expected to show significant

changes in students since the

main thrust of the program vas

to create teacher awareness.

The focus W88 011 teacher not

student change. Students did

not receive a concentrated

exposure to CE during their

year.

Result; the study revealed lit-

tle difference between those who

participated and those who did

not in a model school experi-

men.

Project deaigned for 8th and

9th graders in an inner city..,

utilized teacher made workbook

intended to increase reading

comprehension level of students

who were 4 or more years below

grade level in basic skills of

phonics, word recognition and

comprehension. Workbooks used

one full period each day;

supplemented by 14 field trips

during a year,

SIZE OF SAMTLE

Not specified

ME OF STIIDY

Evaluation project part of

the overall program of

Elkhart Career Education

Planning . local level

163
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FINDINGS

Growth gains in language and reading skills that ranged from :6 to

3.3 years; average gain was 115 years.

CONCLUSIONS RESEARCHER

The data collected can be used is a point

of reference for later evaluations:

Richard P. Morrison, Program Director.

Elkhart Career Center. _at's In A

Name? Elkhart Area
Career Center,

Elkhart, Indiana 465141
1975:

23B
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Ar

MT AlEk LOCATION RESEARCH DESIGN INSTRUMENTS SIZE OF SAMPLE

[thmetit

, .

Stanford, Connecticut
Pre-test - posttest

Science Research Associates,

Basic Skills in Arithoetie Te t

64 slow learners and

disadvantaged youth

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS DELIMITATIONS CETREATIENT TYPE OF SIDDY
CRADE LEVEL

)th and 10th

I

Only grade equivalent

scores cited

None cited
Correlated basic education; not A descriptive studyof

intended for college hound sto-. career assessment progr

dents,included planned program '* local level

of field trips, resources speak-

ers, and vocational guidance;

4 occupational laboratory clus-

ters to familiarize students with

large variety of opportunities,

promote proper usage of tools

normally found in these occups-

tions, encourage skill develop-

ment, Clusters werc 'coqunity

services, construction,electro-

mechanical, business machines;

2



FINDINGS CONCLUSIONS RESEARCHE1

Students shoved an average gain of 1,7 years (9th grade level) and 1.3

(10th grade level). Th0th gradt gains ranged from 10 to 3.7 years;

the 10th grade gains from .0 to 2=8 Years.

A check of 5 students who were in the program the previous year and who

were re.tested a year later indicated they maintained and improved their

grade level scores,

16S

Career Assessment bas facilitated, reason-

ably well, better adjustment on the part

of students to school and the improvement

of basic skills.

Edward J. Lapinski,

Vocational Coordinator,

Stanford Public Schools

SIVE

Career Assessment Pro-ram= Stanford_

ggh School Final. Roport, Vocational

Education Research and Planning UniL

Connecticut State Department of Educ-

ation. Hartford, Connecticut 06115.

June 30, 1972.

169
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1 7

EJECT AREA LOCATION RESEARCH DESIGN INSTRUMENTS SIZE OP SAMPLE

"Cognitive" Newark, Delaware

,

Pretest - posttest design using

treataent and non-equivalent

comparison groupc

Career Education Cognitive

Questionnaire

,

21 in treatment;

23 in comparison

GRADE LEM STATISTICAL ANALYSTS DELIMITATIONS CE TREATMENT TUE OF STUDY

be intact 3rd'grade Analysis of difference in

mean gain and posttest

MRS

None cited Exposure to a CEIS curiculim

unit over a Rix - week period

Evaluation component; p

of 2nd annual report -

local level,

V
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FINDINGS CONCLUSIONS RE$HARCHER

Analysis of differencesWithin groups..,indicate that the difference is

statistically sigtificant at the F .01 level:

mean gaIn seOreS malue

Treatment 2,524 3.164*

Comparison . .696 . 64

(A t significant at well beyond .01 level)

Alalysis of differences in mean gain and posttest scores between groups,

however, is not statistically significant:

Treatment P 2,525

'Cosparison . .696 1:358

tTlyz.SLisEn

TreatO4nt 2 31,048

COMPar1$04 29,044 1,367

Analysis also performed to determine relationship between membership in

the treatment or comparison groups and mean posttest scores: The

correlation was positive but not statisically significant:

N.44 Grade.3 Correlat1on..202

172

On the last item io the findings: How-

ever, if the strength and direction of

the correlation holds with the larger

number of oases in the final evaluation

group, the relationships between mean

posttest' scores and expire to treatment

will be significant. /No other points

were eited74

Raymond G. Nasdyke

S117

Third-Party Annual RvOuation Report,

Career Edutstion Instructional SIM

tap) Protect. Newark School_Distritt,

Newark-Adam, 111175 through

12/31/75: Educational Testing Service,

Princeton, New Jersey 08540, n,d,

251



;UBJECT AIZA LOCATION RESEARCH DESIGN INSTRDMISTS SIZE OF SAMPLE

4 pre-CE class WO compared

to a CE class,

SRA Achievement

!

Comparison (1972-73)g 2

CE (1973-74) 0 23

) determine whether one

Acher's effectiveness

iproved after his adoption

! a CE oriented approach

; reflected in academic

:owth of students- for 1

ar,

Maine

GRADE LEVEL STATISTICAL ANALYSIS DELIMITATIONS

none cited

Aowever, it is questionable_

whether it is proper to assuee

that "effectiveness" can be

judged on the basks of academic

growth of students/

CE TREATMENT

Curriculum infusion With a

heavy kmphasis on "hands-on"

activities,

TYPE OF STUDY

Evaluation of local CE

project

f

ifir:

261k

6th

4;

-cores expresed as growth

(interval) scale, permitting

use of parametric statistical

techniques; Hest

Ic

tt
Ill

of

4E

81

ye

17



FIRMS CONCLUSIONS RZSEARCHER

Differences between groups on the math and sources scales judged to be

of no significance either from a statistical or practical point of view,

In reading: the greater achievement of the CE group is significant at

the *025 confidence level.

Reading Math Sources

:Comparison: 17e62 39,83 32,54

CE: 3156 37,26 33,39

176

These resultetthereforelindicate that the

teacher's adoption of CE activities

appears to have affected students growth

in reading achievement during the year

they spent with him*

Roy Begley

STLIM

Career Education and Sixth-Crade

Achievement. New Educational Directions.

Box 307, tiawfordsville, Indiana 47933,

October, 1975;

177
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MCI AREA LOCATION RESEARCH DESIGN INSTRUMENTS SIZE OF SAMPLE

-----

eading and math Newark, New Jeraery
Pretest-posttest Metropolitan Achievement 'Fest 2-6.241 m reading;

237 math

748-179 g reading;

189 2 math

GRADE LEVEL STATISTICAL ANALYSIS DELIMITATIONS CE TREATMENT TYPE OF STUDY

2=6

7th and 8th

ei

()

To determine if the achieve .

lent score growth exceeded

what would have occurred

due to normal (am-program)

instruction; pre-test scores

were adjusted using the Bond

mSinger ethod developed by

the New York State Education

.Department T=test (paired

data)

None cited Technology for children: aware-

negg in grades g=6: manipulative

hands-on activities' Guest

speakers and parents with a

variety of occupations. Monthly

workshops for program teachers

and administrators: 18 parent

workshops with a hands-on episod

with related activities as they

would occur In a classroom. At

the junior high school level

the program focused oo Introduc-

tion tO Vocations; students were

provided with the opportunity for

self assessments of their inter-

ests and abilities and were given

opportunities to explore, experi-

ment and conduct research in

many career fields.

Office of Career Education

Grant: 7/1175 to 6/30/76

i007502350

Evaluation component condu

by Fred Streit Associates

July 1976,

I 1

27A
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FIBINGS CONCLUSIONS RESEARCHER

Objective attainment was poor in reading and partial in math. The

least progress is noted in grades 3 and 6, Grade $ showed significant

improvement in both reading and math.

Conclusion: that a appears to have had no significant impact on

increasing reading achievement test scores and varied impact by grade

level in increasing math scores:

Orade 444
t-value/ohlective attained

Math

attainedt-value/objective

2 1.470 No 4.358 Yes

-2.642 No -4.194 No

4 , -0.971 No 2E765 Yes

5 4.039 Yes 2:574 Yes

6 1,795 No -0.973 No

Data W4s also given for the ith and 8th grade levels:

Grade Read lg Math

t-value siinlficance t-value signilicance

N*S. -3=9

8 -4:11 -4.7

180

...math and reading achievement have not

improved...a re-examination should be made

the anticipated results of such a prog-

raM. Perhaps, attempting to achieve these

results in one program year is not realis-

tic:

Fred Streit

STUDY

Career Education Pro ram* Annual

Real9/5:16, Newark, NewJersey.

1976.
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SUIJECT AREA LOCATION RESEARCH DESIGN INSTRUMENTS SIZE OF SAMPLE

:abulary and reading

nmprehension

Killeen, San Antonio, and

Dallas, Texas

Pre-and posttests. Non-

equivalent control group design

since random assignment was not

possible.

California Achievement Tests,

vocabulary and Comprehension

While this teSt does not provide

normative, data for Spanish -

speaking adults, it provides

standard scores and grade

equivalent scores...in corro-

lating roadiug materials to

functioning levels of

participants

....

Total

NS Control 4 20

GED Control g 20

/ See findings for number
_

treatment group0 7

GRADE LEVEL STATISTICAL ANALYSIS DELIMITATIONS CE TREATMENT TYPE OF EDDY

Adults Regression projection model This designi while not providing

the clarity of interpretation

provided by a true experimental

design, does provide control

over such sources of invalidity

as history, matoratim testing

instrumentation, selection, and

mortality: Although the design

does limit generalizations,

since external sources of in,

validity are not tontrolledl

such limitations ate also

COMMA tO Its experimental .

design equivalent,

Career Orientation course: 15

individualized, competency-based

modules on choosing, getting,

aud keeping a job. The basic

skills of reading, writing, and

math computation were integrated

with these topical areas: 5

demonstration groups of Spanish -

surnamed adults enrolled in 60

hours of itstruction, In addi-

tin: The (Texas Telecomputer)

Grid demonstration consisted of

42 hours of Instructional and

interatt time,

Office of Career Educatil

Grant; 7/1/75 to 6/30176

hard C007503401

iOj
I no

28A



FINDINGS CONCLUSIONS RESEARCHER

The Career Orientation course was found to enhance readir!;) comprehension

significantly in about 1/2 the Instructional time used for a significant

increase via a high school diploma or equivalency program.

Regan of comparisons were less: than definitive in that the high school

diploma treatment group received Mee as many hours of instructions as

project treatment people.

Posttest Means and Standard Deviations

CAT: Standard Scores (Achievement Develerent)_ _

Demonstration

N

Vocabulary

R N

Reading Comp:

R s

Phase I

1.2 470:8 45:77 5 498,2 54.64

1.3 5 482.3 49,92

Phase II

1,4 21 516,5 62.98

1.5 5 519,6 55.79

Ppase III

1.6 14 512,8 83,55 14 522,4 100,44

2.1 13 532,9 54,9

HS Control 20 508.8 56.16

CD Control 20 530.2 37.51 20 543.4 44.32

The derived result of t(23) =3,243 was significant at the .001 level,

indicating that the up of the Crid resulted in significantly higher

cognitive achievement than when instruction was presented without access

to the Grid*

Indication that the interface of relevant I. C, Smith, Jr,, Project Director

career subject matter with the basic skills,

was effective in reading the adult students*

The project studies did find that inte-

grating occupationally relevant content

and basic skills enhances and facilitates

mastery of basic skills:

STIM

Final_Proect Performance Report: Texas.

Telecom uter Grid/Ellin ual Career

Education Demonstria

American Technological University,

Eighway 190 West, Killeen, Texas,

26541, June SO, 1926,

2813
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iUBJECT AREA LOCATION RESEARCH DESIGN INSTRUMENTS SIZE OF SOLE

Reading and math
New Haven, Connecticut

(Troup Middle School)

City administered achievement

tests

Metropolitan Achievement Test

,

Not clearly indicated,

approximately 100

GRADE LEVEL STATISTICAL ANALYSIS DELIMITATIONS CE TREATMENT TYPE OF SUM

A pilot CE program"-included

infusion, use of communitY

resource personnel, grOlp

visitations, career closter

units tez taught,)

Local research project

through Connecticut State

Department of Education

Division of Vocational

Education, Research and

Planning Unit.

2 9A

fun,

-

7th.8th (data on 8th)
Comparison of grade-level

equivalence

None cited



PINTINCS CONCLUSIONS R1SEARCHER

Comparison of CE students at Troup vith other Ttoup students,,,the

average ,CE student scored higher than the average student at Troup

(the second average based on all Troup students, including the higher-

scoring CE students) on all nine test categories. The difference

ranged from two months to six months in grade-level equivalence; in

Totil Reading it was four months (6,2 115 5.0 in Tetal Math two

months (6.4 vs. 6.2).

While these gains are modest, they are

consistent, and they support the ether

indicators of succeSS. In any event, it

is modest but steady gains suth as these,

rather than dramatic 'solutions', which

hold the greatest hope for continued

educational improvement.

/ Note: These findings and conclusions were

cited in correspondence from the coordin

ator of the Mayor's Task FoTce on Education

to Mr: Gagliardi, 2/16177, 7

Vincent M. Gagliardi

STUDY

Career Education Pro ram_7! Trou- Middle

School,_ Final.Report, New Haven Board

of Education. 200 Orange Street, NeV

Haven, Connecticut, 06510, July 14976,

189
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SUNECT AREA LOCATION RESEARCH DESIGN INSTRUMENTS SIZE OE SAMPIX

Unspecified Cobb County; Georgia

(4 pilot Schools)

Achievement test administration

over the 3 year period

..

Iowa TSt of Basic Skills Not cited except that 1!3073

students in 115 classes were

involved with project

activities which represents

all classes at each of the

4 schools";

GRADE LEVEL STATISTICAL ANALYSIS DELIMITATIONS CE TREATMENT TYPE OF STUDY

--------------

1rd, 4th and 6th Comparison of mean composite

scores

Unfortunstely, the school system

does not have achievement test

scores on all its students, nor

were they able to test A

representative sample from each

grade level within tho pro tam

and control schools*

K41 3 year tateer development

programuse of community

resources and visitation of

work sites; Units! handa.on

Activitiell all subjett tie-in,

role playing; use of career

development specialists.

Numerous it-service meetings

and workshops. Gradual expan-

sion of project over the 3

yeats.

Exemplary project in vocations

education conducted under

Part D, PI 90=576

.1 6 1
I 0 1

3 0A



FIRINGS

Results based only on the tests taken during the fall semester, 1972 (i,e,

end of 2nd year)

1rd grade (compare to 1.1 at test period) avera e for 4 project schools:

3.15 & for 2 coottol schools: 3,35

4th grade (compare to 4.2 at test period) average for 4 project schools;

4,15 4 for 2 control achoola: 3.95

f)th grade (compare to 6.2 at test period) average for 4 project schools:

6,0 & for 2 control schools: 5,8

1. 9

A

COCLUSIONS RESEARCHER

Tht information provided to tho evaluation

staff vas inNffieient for determining

whether or not differences wtte significant

It is clenr that the overall means for

project ti:boola were equal or higher.,,

For this reason it is concluded that the

objective ms partially attained,

Evaluation onmoonent: Douglas S,

Katz and Robert t. Horgan

Joel Stith, Project Director

STUDY

vo1onenta1Progrsn

Education. Final Report, Cobb County

Board of Education, 47 Waddell Street.

Marietta, Georgia, 30062. 1970-1973,

3

9"



SUJET AREA LOCATION RESFARCM DESIGN INSTROMENTS SSIZE OF AMPLE

'Jaading, spelling, math

_

:

Pittsburgp Kansa pretest ' posttest, experimental

and control group (a 3rd and

6th grade of a paroehial school

which did not have career

education.)

Metropolitan Achievement Tests

(as part of regular evaluation

program)

9 subtests (3rd grade)

11 Subtests (Bth grade)

ABLE test, used in career math

class (in which students explore

ways math is related to

oecupations.)

2nd year:

range : 203 - 235 in

3rd grade

experimental

range : 231 - 264 in Cth

grade experiment

64 in pretest,

54 in posttest i

9th grade

In control;

26 in 3rd

30 i5 6th

TYPE OP STUDY

-----

GRADE LEM STATI TICAL ANALYSIS
, DELIMITATIONS CE TREATMINT

3rd

6th

9th

,

Chi-square procedure

!,

See 3rd Yeer Evaluation

program activities; 1 - week

institutes at two colleges,

1-week institute on system analy-

sis for curriculum change, 1-day

institute for all staff, con-

sultants working with teachers,

evening and weekend courses for

staff, special workshops, career

education components into curri-

vlum, continued staff planning,

begin development of printed

curriculum guides.

Career Mathematics is a segment

of career education! Resource

persons who use math in OCCupA'

tions are used extensively

(80 and 9th grades)

..

Evaluation component of

the exemplary project in

vocational education

cOnducted under Part 0

of M. 90-576,

(2nd year evaluation

9/74 - 4/75)

.

0

31A



FINDINGS CONCLUSIONS RESEARCHER

2nd year evaluatiom 9/74 to 4/75

Posttest scores Ord grade) showed a substantial gain over the pre-test

scores in all 9 tests, a distribution of frequeney,..compiled an0 tested

for significant differences: the difference in frequency significant

at the level on all 9 tests. Comparison between groups) no .

statintioal difference between experimental and control,

6th grade data: In the tcst5 :or word knowledge and language, the

distribution of scores was not statistically significant: The other

nine tests were statistically significant at the :05 or higher level of

confidence; 6 of the tests were significant at the ,001 level (reading,

spelling, math computation, problem solving, total math! seience) No

significant differences between the experimental and control groups,

9th grade data; difference between r'etent and posttest distribution

of scores was significant at .001 l 1. of confidence,

1 f-) 6

2nd year .the (program1 haS neither

enhanced nor inhibited the traditional

learning process at grades 3 or 6; There

was substantial growth in all 9 areas

shown by pre= and posttest in both grades.

David L. Huffman

STUDY

3rd year evalintion

3 1B



SOOJECT A7EA LOCATION RESEARCH DESIGN INSTRUKENTS SIZE OF SAMPLE

Same as indicated in 2nd

year/

3rd year:

range : 219-249 in 3rd gra

experimuntal

range ! 240-270 in 6th gra

experimental

62 in pretest, 56

posttest in 8th

grade

In Control: 26 in 3rd

30 in 6th

,

GRADE LEVEL STATISTICAL ANALYSIS ORDINATIONS CE TREATMENT TYPE OF STUDY

:h
.

,

.

re. 3rd year ---

...the selection of the Control

Group; a Cetnolic school in

Pittsburg, was not a valid se-

lection as many of their teachers.

were involved in our in-service

activities which did expose their

students to may of the same con-

Opts 4s thOse students in the

public schools. Also, the ex-

cellent news coverage we have en-

joyed also served to in-servioe

many teachers in the area teach-

ing in other school districts.

This was good tO prOmote career

education, but Very poor when it

came to selecting a control

group for proper evaluation.

/_In correspondence from David

L. Raffmanl Assist. Supt. and

Career Education Director,

12/30/76/

--

1 9 d

31C
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FINDINGS CONCLUSIONS FISEARCHEF

3rd year evaluation! 9/14 to 3/71

Results of posttest scores in 3rd grade indicated a substantial gain over

pretest scores in all 9 areasstatistically, the difference in frequency

between pretest and posttest wan significant at 4006 level in all 9 Areas;

no statistical difference between experimental and control,

ith gradl= data; ng statistical significance between scores of 2 groups.

5esult5 indicate substantial growth in all 11 areas.

3th grade data; career math program had positive effect on the performance

of students.

2

re 3rd year ---

..we could not show sifnifioant difference

from the control group, but we did show

continUed growth in achievement as should be

expected and also have included many

activities that promoted awareness, ex-

ploration and preparation including

decision-making skills. / David L. Huffman,

12/10/16/

David L. Huffman

STUDY

1_112Dsortherli
Career Education Pro ram Develo -

mot Involving Two Unified School

Districts_ and_Two. Teacher Educe=

tion Tnstitutions. Unified Schod.--
District N50, Pittsburgt Xansas,

66762. June,1976:

31D



SUBJECT AREA

_

LOCATION RESEARCH DESIGN INSTRUMENTS SIZE OF SAMPLE

)etermine whether teachers

;Flo use pre-designed, self-

%ado conceptualized CE

:urricalum could effect

agoificant academic

,mprovement: .Maih

Science

English

Social Studies

Kansas Pre and posttest 4 sabtests from advanced

complete battery, Stanford

Achievement Test

Experimental g 235

Control g 134

GRADE LEVE1 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS DELIMITATIONS CE TREATMENT TYPE OF STUDY

7th and Oth

9
w

2 - way analysis of variance

applied to pretest data,

Posttest minus the pretest

for each subject was examined

using 2-way analysis of

covariance on the difference

score adjusted for the pre-

test,

None cited

,_

20 teachers and administrators

received 2 weeks of extensiveindication

in-service workshops (summer of

1974); in-service training once

a month, CE curriculum models

were designed, 9 months (74-75)

implementing in actual classes,

Research by SED but no

of vhere in

the state it occured

Li t

32A



FINDINGS
CONCLUSIONS

Result did not provide a significant 7-ratio; no significant difference

i4 math or English achievement,

Central vs. Treatment F-tatit ProbabI1tj

Math toncepts 1,3 , NS - 0.258

Math mmputation 0.4 NS - 0.521

Mntb applications 0.7 NS - 0.410

Language 6.07 NS - 0.791

There existed a Ognificant interattiot effect re social science

in the 7th grade. Treatment population did aignificattly better

than control E-ratiot 4,3

Signf: 0,039

Significant differences between both 7th and 8th grade science treatment

and control groups, Both treatment groups did significantly better:

V-ratiot 5,7

Signf.: 0.017

201'

-.1

RESEARCHER

,,gloitted tut that the;7th grade treatment

group showed 4 higher adjusted clean differ-

ence score on all variables except math

concept and both 7th and 8th treatment

populations did show increase from pre to

post tests. The CE treattent certainly was

not debilitatingfindings not too surp-

rising when one considers the less experi-

mental nature of (academic) disciplines

vis-a4vis social science and science (which

ate more experimental and hands-on type of

instruction)these reasons account for the

dichotomy of sores insofar as levels of

signifleaneeWe feel that in a statigical

as well as an academic sense, CE hes proven

to be 4 iuccess it our experiment,

Gordon R. Schultz

st,TY

The Relatiotshi Between Conce tualited

Curriculum for Career Education Teachers
1

_ . _ _ _
and (1) Vocational ?Muth

. (2) Academic

Achievement In A Select Number of

Disci lines_for Seventh and Ei ht_Grade

Students, Office of Exemplary and

Special Needs, K41489 State Department

of Education; Topeka, Kansas, 66612.

n. d,

32D



SUBJECT AREA LOCATION RESURCH DESIGN INSTRUMENTS
. SIZE OF SAMPLE

rhe basic skill objective:

:he minimum performance

,bjectives developed by the

iichigen Department of

&allot in the area of

(ath4

Calhoun County, Mason,

Michigan

..,

,

Fre- posttest

.

Locally developed instruments Exp - 3td & 4th g 145

5th = 103

Control - 3r4 & 4th g20:

5th g 141

GRADE LEVEL STATISTICAL ANALYSIS DELIMITATIONS CE TREATER TYP E OF S TUD Y

rd, 4th and 5th

,

)

Comparigon of pre-posttest

means

A "validation process" to

determine the potentiality of

of integrating CE performance

objectives with basic academic

objectives in instruction.

,

The staff has 'experimented with

various=approsches and techniques

to refine and enhance the service

that was developed for the Cel-

houn County area.'

Report of county proje(

.) 1 1

i'..i V

, 33A



FINDINCS
CONCLUSIONS RESFARCHER

5th grade - The contentiot asserted that academic achievement would not be

impeded as a result of CE instruction...the experimental students per-

formed at least as wellon the math section,

3rd and 4th grades . The multiplication section was too difficult for

either group - with.little or no change Pre and DOSt: For the other items

(addition, angles, fractions, notation, pointg and lines, division) there

was only alight differencea,..supporting the hypothesis that academic

competence (measured by a math test) would not be impeded as 4 t440it of

treatment,

5th grade - Certainly, the integrated

approach does not interfere with acadeiic

learning bf students exposed to this kind

of treatment, in some instances achieve-

ment may be enhanccd by this approach..
.

3rd and 4th grades - Academic !kills are

not greatly enhanced by the integrated

curriculum, but certainly the approach

does: not interfere with student learning.

(8owever) Rot only cen it provide the

essential basic skills at the same level

as traditional teaching, it delivers other

information and knowledge that normally is

not provided in the latter approach,

A. L. Simpson

An Assessment of The Effects of

lnte rated Curriculum on Students

in Calhoun Coun:by.' 197_314, 611

Hagedorn Road, Mason, Miehi at 48854,

n.d,

2t9
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SUBJECT AREA

Reading and mathematics

GRADE LEVEL

8th and 9th

10

\

LOCATION

Dade County, Florida

STATISTICAL ANAMIS

Analysis of inean total

score results

'RESEARCH DESIGN

Norm-reference results compared

to results previously attained

in 1974-75. Additional

evaluations at junior high leveh

9th grade studeas who partici-

pated in career-related lan-

guage arts were matched with

those who did not participate

(intern of reading achievement)

INSTEUKENTS SIZE OF SAMPLE

Elementary level: norm-refereneod

test of career awareness (but

data was not given.) Also (1)

Florida State Assessment of 9th

gradt rtading skills were com-

pared; (2) Florida 8th Grade Test

used to compare results to other

county schools and state-wide

averages in language arts,math,

and otcnpational information,

Pilot and comprehensive

school career exploration

students in 8th grade:

reading . 2458, math .

2,185, 9th grade: treatment

and control groups 294

each.

DELIMITATIONS

(1) the size of rne sample.,

while not large /1/ are prob-

ally reliable. However, not

all tests and not all schools

were matrix-sampled (wherein

each student receives only a

portion of the test,) (2) With

respect to the career-related

language arts study: difficulty

in matching pupils, (3) Problem

of time required for proper

implementation of a program,

CE IREADERT TYPE OF S1TDY

Elementary school (career

awareness) directed at providing

relevancy to basic skills by

showingpracticalapplination to

job skills, Component: individ-

ual "hands-on" stationsl meter-

ials, hardware, occupation's

clothing.self-instructions

learning activity paekages,

Junior high school: 8 career

clusters, elective career ex-

ploratory lab courses;"tty-on"

experiences in various occupa-

tions Career-related language

arts and math as alternatives to

traditional instruction: 8

language arts and 4 meth career-

related "quins" include individ-,

Wised learning activity pack-

ages and related "handa-on"

experifnces.

Dade County evaluation

project

34A
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FINDINGS

Acquisition of reading skills somewhat higher for CE group, Florida

Statewide Test results higher than county and state averages in math...

Results of Florida 8th and 9th grade tests showed achievement in basic

skills of math and reading (language arts) were being clearly but not

spectacularly Impacted by CE program, In math, the (junior high)

schools not only surpassed average results in coonty hut were higher

then state averagC the reading outcome was higher than county but

lower than state average.

2 1 q

CONCLUSIONS

Based on current trends both elementary

and junior tigh programs may be expected

to produce..erelated achievement 10 the

basic skills which will likely surpass

state and national norms for many schools

RESURCRER

None cited (Report prepared by Dade

County Department ef Planning and

Evaluation.

STUDY

EValuti° okA4111!Y_FOlic School

Career Education Pro ram 1915-76.

Department of Planning and Evaluation,

Dade County Public Schools. 1410 N.E.

Second Avenue, Miami, Florida. 33132.

July, 1976,

348



SUBJECT AREA

To establish experimental

and control groups of student

to test effectiveness of CE

packages,

CRAM LEM

LOCATION

Erie Counii-,- New York

STATISTICAL ANA1YSIS

EEZARCH DESIGN

Experimental sections taught

by teachers who developed CEIS

curriculum packages or who had

training in their use; control g

no,prior training in use or

development of packages..

Pre-and posttest 17ZIS instru-

ments,

DELIMITATIONS

Varied as to test; included

E-12 overall,

T-test for independent

samples were used to measure

achievement differences.

(Listed under conclusions)

INS TRUHENTS

The criterion referenced CETS

instruments - written to match

objectives in CE packages.

CE TREATMENT

SIZE OF SAMPLE

Varied from grade to grade,

hdt usually less than 10 in

experimental and control,

Not indicated as such. /Note:

However, another source (CETS

Three Year Pro'ect Sunmar ---

same address as Phase III study)

indicated that 100 teachers,

counselors, administrators and

media specialists were oriented

ar trained to prepare curriculum

pckages in language arts, math,

science, and social science at

all grade levels, 52 Learning

Activity packets were'prepared.

Following suoer orientation,

300 teachers_used them in their

classrooms!!

TYPE OF STUDY

Field testing of curriculum

materials designed to itfuse

concepts into the normal

academic curriculum - local

level,

215
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I INHINCS

%He extensive
treatment effects could not be demonstrated, both groups

showed achievement gain, almost without
exception, between pre-and post-

tests.
Furthermore, in almost 2/3 (61.4 of the cases, the t-testa

which were performed
were statistically significant1

/ote tryant
reported the following data from the 1st year of the project

pte-poot testing indicated
alight gain% in 28 test tells (grade level=

subject) for which data were obtained; 2
cases vote statistically signif-

icant in achievement
gains during the lot year of field testing. During

the 1974-75 year, examination o'f the pre-post
testing indicated increases

in achievement in all hot 5 of the 64 test cells.
In 16 COCO the gains,

experimental over control,
were statistically significant17

216

CONCLUSIONS

The failure to produce an extensive

statistically significant achievement

differential...can result fro% a variety

of factors:
the statistical phenomenon of

regression, failore to match treattent

groops on all relevant variables,
and

ceiling effects,,,impossible ta produce a

truly equivalent cootrol group design due

to latk of complete matching.

RESEARCHER

Malcolt conway. External Evaluator

JaMOS R. Spengler, Project Directot

STUDY

Phase III, Final Report. 1974-75.,

Board of Cooperative
Educational Services,

First Supervisory District, Erie County,

455 C$F1194 Rd,
Cheektowaga, N4Y4 14225,

July 11, 1975,

217
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SUBJECT AREA LOCATION RESEARCH DESIGN INSTRUMENTS SIZE OF SAMPLE

kiding and mathematics West Virginia Pre-andpoottest Metropolitan Achievement Tegtg Experimental t 20

Control g 20

,

GRADE LEVEL STATISTICAL ANALYSIS DELIMITATIONS

,

CE TEMMENT TYPE OF STUDY

4th and 5th t-test A field study: lack of

control of the experimental

situation

,

One group (experimental)had been

enrolled in 4 CE program for 3

yearL

(Note: tot much information wag

presented other than it was

established that a week of in-

service training preceeded

vontbly after-school planning

and implementation of CB units.,

1

Doctoral dissertation

.

.

36A
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TIMM
CONCLUSIONS

RESEARCHER

N6 statistically significant differences between the group in level

of reading achievement in grades 4 (t.22), 5(t,32), or between school

comparisons or in math achievement between the 2 fourth grades (t.08),

the 2 fifth grades (t.18) or between schools (t.I5) comparisons.

.the conclusion would he that there are

severe limitations on the choice of mea-

suring devices for career development; and

since OUT knowledge of career development

is litoited at the present time, an aie,-

pate evaluation of CE or career develop-

ment is not possible,

Stephen S. Feit

STUD?

Career Education and Its Im act on

Academic AchievementenOrser

Develo2ment. Unpublished Ed. D.

dissertation. West Virginia University.

Morgantown, West Virginia. 1973.

36B
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SUBJECT ARIA

Reading and math

GRADE LEVEL

It apparently varied from

K to 12

. - -

LOCATION

Region 10

Education Service Center

Richardson Texas

(4 local districts)

RESEARCH DESIGN INSTRUMENTS

Frc-and post-measurca

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Control groups not used,,

however, a technique whereby

each student served as his/her

own control W48 employed,a

Pra-Intarventiou Growth Data

for each student was calcula-

ted and later used as baseline

DELIMITATIONS

The intervention period during

which student instruction WAs

provided was limited to a max-

imum of 12 weeks,

Comprehensive Test of Basic

Skills

SIZE OF SAILE

Reading . 449

Math 409

CE TREAtMENT TITS OP STUDY

Phasing in CE Systematically Office of Career Education

Project: specific instructional Grant: 7/1/75 to 6/30/76

I Crant#0007503740
planning based on 2 data cen-

tetedsystems (sequencing and

needs assessment,)

TWD phases: preparation and

instructional application, The

former included orientation,

sequencing learner outcomes,

needs assessment, and instruc-

tion planning; the latter

included instruction in opera-

tion1 follownp consultative

assistance, and rolOrting.
37A



FINDINGS

_2

The X- value resulting from the analyses was found to be below the value

requited for significance at the .05 level, towever, it was noted that

more sLudents had negative signs than had positive signs;

Effect on student growth rates:

Reading =

POSitiq Mtja
-----,--

Expected 2245

Observed 218 231

Math -

2245 3764

Positive Iv

Expected 204.5 204.5

Observed 224 185

3:719

However, In math, out of the 409 students tested 9 note

positive than negative signs were observed:

CONCLUSIONS

The impact of the project in terms of

producing significant oognitive..,gains

among..2tudents was found tO be neglig-

able. / aic /

BiSEARCHER

Ovyn Brownlee, Projea Director

SrODY

?Win in Career Bducation

YrIgEnalltLRegion 10. EducatiOn

ServiCe Center. Richardson, Texas,

September, 1976,



SUBJECT ARLA

Summative evaluation on

student achievement

GRADE ma

1st to 9th

LOCATION

Minnesota (7 projects

evaluated)

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Descriptive statistics;

frequency, means, standard

deviations, Hoyt's reliabil-

ity coefficient, percentages,

RESEARCH DESIGN

Experimental and control

groups

DELIVATIONS

Two types; The way in which

populations were identified

and test validity and reliabil-

ity, The tests were equally

reliable for both groups but

the 4-6 and 7-9 tests were more

reliable than the 1-3 test,

1NSTIU1ØTS

Specially developed tests.to

assess impact of CE on cognitive

achievements,

CE TREATMENT

Not specified other than that

it dealt with awareness (K-.3),

awareness and orientation (4-

6) and exploration (7-9),

fkote: Implication that

-activities included inservice

training, use of different

curriculum or institution ,

materials, and guidance ser-

vices4/

SIZE OF SAME

8048 defined as experimental,

2853 as control

TYPE OF STUDY

Final report of the

exemplary programs.,

funded under Part C of

Vocational Education

Amendments of 1968,

9 9 7
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Differences in student achievement were detected for experimental and

control groups, but these difference were small and not always in favor

of the experimental groupoi

Students in experimental project tendd tc have slightly higher maaa

scores on 1-3 and 4-6 tests: students'in control groups tended to have

higher mean score on 7-0 test, Differences for 1-3 test quite small;

conaiderably larger for 4-6 and 7-9 resm

Data suggest a trend for experimental students to score higher on 1-3

teat: 6! of pmparisons were in favor of experimental groups. In the

4-6 test: only 48/ of comparisons favored experimental groups.

Data not presented for 7=9 test because of limited number of comparisons,

6

0

0

0
*
4
I.

CONCLUSIONS

It seems safe to conclude that
the impact

was minimal.

Four explanations:
possibility tests did

not adequately sample the content empha-

sized by teachers in exemplary projects;

teacherg in control schools had perhaps

been teaching CE concepts; inadequate

amount of instructional emphaais and time

(1 1/2 hrsi per week); one year of CE

instruction may be insufficient!
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